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FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THE TRUTH AND HATE ERROR

THE DEVELOPMENT OF APOSTASY
Roger Jackson
What you are about to read is another article on how that
people who do not know history are bound to repeat its mistakes, but before you decide to turn the page without reading
it please let me urge you to give it a chance. It was Paul who
reminded Timothy that he should in turn put the brethren in
remembrance of the things he taught (I Timothy 4:6) and
Peter said it was his duty to keep reminding the brethren (II
Peter 1:13). What I am about to say I have been saying for
over forty years, but back then when I started I could only
speak from the knowledge I had gained from books and other
preachers. Now, I can speak from personal observation.
What I have to say applies to papers, preachers and schools.
Schools all seem to start out the same way. They start
with the lofty and commendable prospects of training gospel
preachers and spreading the Gospel truth. For a few years
they do quite well. They solicit funds from churches and
interested individuals. Then the winds of change start to
blow. It seems to happen the same way every time. Growth
demands money. Soon there appears a man, or two, in the
eldership or board (usually a well-to-do business man) who
wants the whole thing to go in “a different direction.” We
have all heard that before, haven’t we? This man has been
successful in business by using the businessman’s philosophy, “The customer is always right.” This means you had
better not rufﬂe old “money bags’” feathers. He puts the
shackles on the preacher, administrator, editor, etc., and lets
him know his job is secure only so long as he tones it down.
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Faithful brethren will not support anything like that. The
school is likely to relegate the Bible programs to a lesser
position in the curriculum or even take the name “Christian”
right out of the school name. The brethren who put the money
there to start with can just back off. In some cases people who
were not even members of the church were added to boards,
but you can just write it down that faithful Gospel preachers do not make that cut. You do not get a building named
after you either for just being a faithful Gospel preacher.
The Gospel Advocate did it this way when they ﬁred Guy
N. Woods in favor of Furman Kearley, and one wonders
what in the world would have been wrong with naming
Alabama Christian College, Faulkner Christian University?
Now we look back at Bethany College and such papers
as The Firm Foundation as well as a host of others and
say we see where they were going. Could we not see it
back then? Some of us have put a lot into some works
that we cannot now support. There are people we had the
utmost conﬁdence in who we cannot endorse any more
(II John 9-11). It is sad, but I will tell you this: I am right
where I have always been. I do not have to “choose” a
buddy system; I choose the Truth and those men who also
choose the Truth will naturally line up on the same mark.
That is the kind of natural unity I can live and die with.
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The time between year-end editorials seems to
get shorter with the passing of each year. Such
is the nature of time as we grow older. However,
there is another fact that is especially interesting
and very important for the Chrisitian. It has not
changed since sin entered the world. The apostle
John emphasized it when he was ending his ﬁrst
epistle. He wrote that “...the whole world lieth in
wickedness” (1 John 5:19). The apostle Peter also
tells us that as surely as there were false teachers among the Old Testament people of God “...
there shall be false teachers among you, who
privily shall bring in damnable heresies, ...” (2
Peter 2:1ff).
Further Peter pointed out three of the identifying marks of certain false teachers when he
wrote: “...through covetousness shall they with
feigned words make merchandise of you...”
(vs. 3). False teachers are (1) covetous, (2) they
fabricate words, and (3) they will use the brethren
to get gain. Also note Paul’s description of false
teachers in Rom. 6:18 and Acts 20:29, 30. Since
this is part (a major part) of the reality that Christians face in our pilgrmage in the world, we must
come to grips with the fact that Gospel teaching is
as a voice “crying in the wilderness” of sin.
However, in the ﬁrst part of verse 19 John declared another fact. He remarked, “And we know
that we are of God...” This fact sustains the
pilgrim in this wicked world and when he faces
trouble in the Lord’s church. None of us have to
wonder about our relationship with God. We are
either of God or not of God, and in either case
we can know it. Further, if we are not of God we
can do what is necessary to become one who is of
God (John 8:31, 32; 17:17).
John’s inspired comment demands that each
member of the church comply with Paul’s instructions to the Corinthians wherein he wrote
“Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the
faith; prove your own selves...” (2 Cor. 13:8).
If we think “we are of God” we must engage in
an honest, logical, self-examination of ourselves
in the light of God’s Word in order for us to know
that such is the case. This is the only way for any
of us to correctly determine whether we are abiding “in the faith” and, thus, “know that we are
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of God” or otherwise. In other words in 2 Cor.
13:8 Paul is saying the same thing that John did in
1 John 4:1ff and 2 John 8-11. This kind of admonition to the Christian ﬁlls the New Testament.
As we leave 2006 and enter 2007 we are in
more need than ever to recognize how men attempt to side step the Truth of God’s Word, especially when it comes to their twisted efforts to
justify their errors and false doctrines to make
such wickedness appear to be the Truth of God.
As Paul wrote of such vile characters:
And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light. Therefore it is no
great thing if his ministers also be transformed
as the ministers of righteousness: whose end
shall be according to their works (2 Cor. 11:14,
15).

In view of the fact that Satan and his ministers
appear as faithful brethren for the purpose of deceiving them, we will notice some of the attempted dodges that church and non-church “change
agents” employ in their attempts to get the light
of Truth off of them.
Among other things, in studying logic one
learns those things that can distract us in our reasoning and thereby hinder or stop us from reaching a correct conclusion. Some of these distractions are called, “informal fallacies.” Since we
do not normally speak in three line syllogisms,
seldom will we see these fallacies set out formally. Thus, the term “informal fallacies.” The
main types of informal fallacies are: (1) Fallacies
of distraction, (2) Fallacies of ambiguity, and (3)
Fallacies of form.
“Fallacies of distraction” point us to information which is not relevant to arriving at a proper conclusion. One of the most common kinds
of these distractions is the ad hominem (“to the
man”) fallacy. This is where the person is attacked
rather than the argument. It is one of the favorites
of those who criticize our work in CFTF. An example of which is seen in the following statement:
“Brother A” is (derogatory term placed here),
therefore anything he says is wrong.” Whether
one is or is not whatever someone calls him, calling names or labeling one does not logic make.
And, honest, right thinking people who are concerned about truth for truth’s sake will not treat it
as such.
Another form of the ad hominem fallacy is
known as “poisoning the well”. This fallacy is
committed when one attempts to put his oppoContending for the Faith—November-December/2006

nent in a position that works against him being
believed, no matter what or how well he says it.
Someone is placed in the catagory of a liar, a murderer, a slanderer or whatever “pigeon hole” will
work in order to cause one not to believe your opponent. An example of the “poisoning the well”
fallacy is, “Don’t give any serious attention to
Peter’s preaching about Christ being the Son of
God and the only Savior of the world. After all
you can’t put much conﬁdence in a man who, no
less than three times, denied that he even knew
Jesus Christ.”
Paul’s enemies used such ad hominem fallacies in their attempts to discredit his apostleship.
One of their hateful efforts to discredit Paul is
seen when they sought to discredit him by referring to his physical appearance. Of him they
said “...his bodily presence is weak, and his
speech contemptible” (2 Cor. 10:10). If they
told the truth about Paul we still ask, what does
one’s bodily appearence or contemptible speech
have to do with proving whether Paul is or is
not an apostle? The absolute objective proof of
Paul’s apostleship is seen in the proof he gives
throughout the rest of chapter 10 and chapters 11
and 12 (as well as other places in the Scriptures).
He ends with the ultimate proof of his apostleship
when he declares: “Truly the signs of an apostle were wrought among you in all patience,
in signs, and wonders, and mighty deeds” (2
Cor. 12:12). Verse 12 is his appeal to God for His
testimony concerning Paul being an apostle. By
the fact that Paul worked miracles by the power
of God—miracles that only the apostles could
do—was Heaven’s answer to Paul’s opponents.
This is why he called his miracles “signs of an
apostle”. If every one who worked miracles in
the early church could do the same miracles as
did the apostles, they would not have been the
“signs of an apostle.”
Because men seek to discredit us in our work
for the Lord, if the Lord wills, we will examine
other informal fallacies that are designed to distract brethren from the facts bearing on a case
and the correct reasoning necessary to reach a
correct conclusion—a conclusion based only on
adequate evidence, credible witnesses, and the
principles of correct reasoning.
—David P. Brown, Editor
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East Tennessee School of Preaching and Missions
and

The Maryville Church of Christ

Where are the Voices of Concern?
Gary L. Grizzell

(1975 Graduate of ETSOPM)
I wish to bring your attention, regrettably, to an
advertisement recently mailed out in the East Tennessee
area. It states as follows:
Beginning November 7 – 7:00-9:00 p.m. – Tuesday
Evening Classes – East Tennessee School of Preaching and Missions - Dan Chambers, minister for the
Maryville Church of Christ, will teach an important
course on worship. Two of his books, Showtime and
Where’s The Piano?, will be used as texts… (An
advertisement mailed out by East Tennessee School
of Preaching and Missions).
As you read the following keep in mind that the one
to teach the course on worship at the East Tennessee
School of Preaching and Missions is the preacher for a
congregation which allows for and practices children’s
worship.
I have never met and do not personally know the
Maryville Church of Christ preacher and, therefore,
have no personal animosity toward him. Having said
that, this article will deal with issues. What will brother
Dan Chambers of the apostate Maryville church teach
in these evening classes at the East Tennessee School
of Preaching and Missions?
In answering the question — “WHAT DOES
YOUR CHURCH BELIEVE?” — on the Maryville
church’s website, “Dan Chambers, Preaching Minister”
states that “From time to time people ask me, ‘What
does your church believe?’ Then he answered, “Here
is a brief summary of a few of our basic convictions.”
(Note quotes in part below and my responses, glg).
Dan Chambers stated:
The New Testament contains a general pattern for how
God’s saved people should live, work, worship, and be
organized (e.g., Colossians 3:1-17; 1 Corinthians 11:1734; 1 Corinthians 14:26-38; 1 Timothy 3:1-13).

Also, the Maryville Church of Christ website
states:

Worship – This ministry is comprised of a committee
which explores and institutes new ideas. This is done
within a scriptural framework so as to enhance our
spiritual worship services (http://www.maryvillechurchofchrist.org/churchbelieve.htm).

We wonder if this is the committee who unscripturally
ushered in the Maryville Church of Christ Children
Worship?! The same church website states:
Children’s Worship Programs — We offer special
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programs for children each Sunday during the sermon.
Children ages 2 - 6 are dismissed from the auditorium
after Communion and escorted to their speciﬁc program
. . . Construction Zone is our children’s worship program for ages 3 through 6. We have a time of worship,
singing, praising and learning that enhances the child’s
worship experience during the sermon that is geared for
adults in the auditorium. Attendance in Construction
Zone or TNT is not mandatory. It is strictly a family
decision.

Where does one read that the New Testament “contains a general pattern for how . . . God’s saved people
should . . . work, worship and be organized” (bold mine,
glg)? This is a subtle attack on the speciﬁc pattern God
has given in the New Testament. Then Dan cites 1 Corinthians 14:26-38 which is with reference to those who
exercised ﬁrst century miraculous gifts. In reality gospel
preachers today discharge their teaching duty when they
unashamedly emphasize the speciﬁc, clearly revealed
pattern of worship revealed by the New Testament.
These are 1) vocal congregational singing (Eph. 5:19),
2) giving (1 Cor. 16:1-2), 3) preaching (2 Tim. 4:1-4), 4)
public prayers (Acts 2:42), and 5) observance of the Lord’s
Supper (Acts 20:7). Just how is this “a general pattern for
how God’s saved people should . . . worship . . . ”?!
Some are so embarrassed and ashamed of the clearly
revealed Gospel of Christ that they will clothe their language with a spirit of compromise, the purpose of which
is to send a message of acceptance to the theological
liberals in the reading audience. Perhaps Dan will convey
his “general pattern” of worship to those who attend his
upcoming classes at East Tennessee School of Preaching.
Brother Clyde Findley, the ﬁrst director of the ETSOPM,
would turn over in his grave if he knew of such a one being invited to teach at the school.
Dan’s “general pattern” on worship allows for
Children’s Worship, wherein certain Christian adults
forsake the assembly to take children out of God’s
worship assembly (cf. Heb. 10:25).
Children need to be in worship with the adults. They
need to witness the example of adults worshiping God.
This is plain scriptural teaching, but maybe Dan can enlighten those in the ETSOPM class how to go beyond the
doctrine of Christ and still be pleasing to God (2 John 9).
Also, as they bid Godspeed to the false teacher, maybe
they can explain 2 John 10-11 to the brotherhood since
we have evidently misunderstood the “doctrine of Christ”
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as a speciﬁc pattern to be followed.
YOUTH DEACON AND WEI
The Maryville Church of Christ in Maryville, TN,
lists on their website under “Staff” —“YOUTH DEACON
& WEI - TOM LANGLEY”
While you are trying to ﬁnd in your New Testament
where “Youth Deacon” is found — in case you are not
aware of what the abbreviation, WEI, stands for it is
the World English Institute organization. You see, the
liberal WEI effort has branches in two places in the
states and one is in Maryville, TN. It evidently matters
not to the elders of the Maryville church that liberals’
names (like F. LaGard Smith and Max Lucado) have
been associated with this WEI program. Frank LaGard
Smith traveled to Albania and thrilled church leaders of
the WEI clan with his smooth words and fair speech.
WEI is the effort under apostate president, Dick Ady,
which sends the naïve and Biblically ignorant into
foreign lands (like Albania) offering the lost (through
them) a course in the English language. Their real goal,
they will admit, is to “hook” (their term) them on Jesus
as they teach the corrupted version, the Easy To Read
Version (ETRV).
Now some of those who had been recruited to travel
to Albania (and other places) are returning to America
and placing membership in USA churches. Boldly carrying their NIVs, they view themselves as somewhat.
Having served as but cogs in the WEI wheels, they have
been deceived into believing they have special insight
into spiritual matters (but it is simply the liberal’s customary arrogance of ignorance which faithful brethren
have been forced to face for years). Their two years of
service (or less) of experience has made some of them
Gnostic-like in their self-proclaimed deep understanding of the spiritual affairs of the church. Simply stated,
they know it all and you know nothing. The King
James Version, the New King James Version and the
American Standard Version cannot be understood (we
are told) and we must have an NIV preacher in the
pulpit and the NIV read in the public readings of the
church. Having done battle with one such character of
late, Patrick Smith, exposing the same from the pulpit
was no option, due to having no elders to deal with the
NIV pusher. I noted that Dan Chambers quoted from
the NIV in one of his articles on his church website and
the two would be two peas in a pod to those who love
symbolism over substance.
Perhaps brother Dan Chambers will grace the ETSOPM classes by bringing his co-worker and WEI representative, Tom Langley, to one of his classes. Surely,
ETSOPM would like to learn of the WEI outﬁt (unless
already involved with them?). Since the WEI program
is now connected with the liberal school, Sunset, maybe
that will help ETSOPM to close that gap as well.
Tirana, Albania - Steve Stamatis, working closely
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with Sunset and in full cooperation with the World
English Institute, announces the beginning of classes
in the new Albania International Bible Institute.

The International Studies Division of Sunset International Bible Institute presently maintains working
relationships with 27 Ministry Training Schools around
the world and is assisting additional applicant schools
that are in various stages of starting up. (Sunset International Studies on the web).

What better area preacher could be chosen to come
in and lecture on worship than one who is connected
with an unscriptural program of children’s worship?
And what better church with which to associate a school
of preaching than with a church which promotes liberalism through its WEI program? (irony intended).
Sadly, the Maryville Church of Christ has changed
from years gone by. They have sadly but clearly apostatized. Likewise, the school has changed as well.
The ﬁrst sermon I ever preached in a church pulpit
was with the Maryville Church of Christ on a Sunday
night. I pleasantly remember preaching on the subject
of Heaven. At the time I was a new student in the
ETSOPM, which was over 30 years ago. That church
kindly supported me $200 a month while in school. I
fondly recall their kindness in those days. How sad that
once faithful brethren have not only drifted, but they
are adrift on the tossed to and fro ocean of apostasy.
Where is the respect for Bible authority which I was
taught as a student and which I have sought (and still
seek) to possess?
May God Bless all who serve the Lord in sincerity
and in truth. Knowing many will look with extreme
disfavor on this article and its writer, my plea nevertheless is this: Elders: Wake Up, allowing no fellowship with false teachers (Titus 1:9-11; Rom. 16:17).
Director and Faculty: Speak Up, avoiding the trap
of seeking popularity with men for ﬁnancial support
for the school (Gal. 1:10). Alumni: Let your voice be
boldly and lovingly heard, knowing that one man with
God is a majority. Where are the voices of concern?
(Gal. 1:10; Eph. 6:20B) - “...that therein I may speak
boldly, as I ought to speak.” Membership: Refuse to
fellowship errorists and apostates even if the church
leadership has failed to lead you in harmony with 2
John 9-11. To All Christians: The apostle Paul wrote to
have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness but rather to reprove them (Eph. 5:11). If you are
offended by this command then I kindly suggest for
you to scripturally lead, follow or get out of the way.
Encouraging a school to get back on track is good, not
evil (Isa. 5:20). Is not the silence deafening? Where are
the voices of concern?
—2128 Crystal Ct.
Cookeville, TN 38501
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A FAITHFUL VOICE FROM YESTERYEAR
O. C. Lambert
The following is the introduction to the late brother
Foy E. Wallace Jr’s. book entitled: The Gospel For Today.
It was written by the late O. C. Lambert who is noted
for his great and revealing works entitled, Catholicism
Against Itself. We believe brother Lambert offers some
timely and important observation regarding preachers
and preaching. Brother Lambert wrote this Introduction 69 years ago. If he thought preaching throughout
the brotherhood in 1937 was weaker than what it had
been, what would he think of preachers and preaching
today? Indeed, what would he think of the elders and
church members who crave and hunger after the weak
and insipid men-pleasing preachers who ﬁll many
of the church of Christ pulpits today? We believe
that his message is far more relevant, applicable, and
needful in the church today that when he wrote it.
—EDITOR


INTRODUCTION
The following sermons were preached at the Sixth Street
Church in Port Arthur, Texas, from October 26 to November
10, 1937, and were printed daily in the Port Arthur News.
The News has a circulation of 10,000 which means that about
50,000 people had access to them. This was done at a cost of
about $500. To have printed and distributed them ourselves
would have cost $2,000. Just the postage on them would have
been $1,200. Besides this, they were more generally read.
Sectarianism is so intrenched (sic) today that the people
are kept away from our ordinary church services, so that other
means must be employed to get to the people. The printing
press and the radio are ideal for that purpose. Of these two,
printing is far more effective. In fact, the printing press has
affected civilization to a greater extent than all other inventions together. If Adventism, Russellism, Mormonism and
every other “ism” can be propagated by the printing press,
why not the truth? We have been so pleased with the attitude
of the newspaper toward us, and the response from the public
that we are planning to use it much more extensively in the
future. We commend this to the brotherhood as a means for
“turning the world upside down.”
Brethren sometimes lament that the gospel does not seem
to be as effective as in ancient times, but I am sure the gospel
has the same power and human nature is the same.
The cause of failure is in us. Brethren are too anxious to
be popular. Business and social matters neutralize the spirit
of conquest peculiar to the early church. Now the quest of
church leaders is for “good mixers.” A preacher’s success
is measured by his ability to get along smoothly with the
denominations or his “super-salesmanship” in enticing
6

attendance and so adroitly applying the proper method of
approach” that the unsuspecting “victim” soon wakes up
and ﬁnds to his great joy that he has been made a Christian
unawares. Regardless of the fancy, ﬁnely spun theories of
psychology, I am certain that the only way to learn how to
preach the gospel is to go to the book that “thoroughly furnishes us to every good work” and see what was preached
and how it was preached.
It was not a matter of the best psychology or the most
up-to-date method of approach with Elijah but simply a matter of loyalty to God. Computed by men’s standards Elijah
was a consummate failure, and there are thousands of small
souls who never made any impression on the world who can
very conﬁdently point out the blunders in his methods.
God’s method of approach for Gideon was to go out
and tear down the sacred grove of his own father and his
neighbors. It is true their anger was aroused and they sought
to kill him. We know that he converted his father from heathenism (and probably some of his neighbors) and this was
worth more than all the world. If the approach was wrong or
the psychology bad our “salesmanship” brethren will have
to charge it up to God!
Josiah burned the sacred things of his father and mother
and stamped them to powder. Ezekiel was commanded to
“prophesy against” the errors of the people (Ezekiel 13:2,
17). There never has been more blistering and withering
verbal chastising than was delivered repeatedly by John the
Baptist and Jesus to the Scribes and Pharisees of that day.
(Matthew 3:7; Matthew 23) Contrasted with this the New
Testament speaks of false teachers as follows:
Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause
divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which
ye have learned; and avoid them. For they that are
such serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own
belly; and by good words and fair speeches deceive
the hearts of the simple (Romans 16:17, 18).
Paul’s instructions to a young preacher reads thus:
Holding fast the faithful word as he hath been taught,
‘that he may be able by sound doctrine both to exhort
and to convince the gainsayers. For there are many
unruly and vain talkers and deceivers, specially they
of the circumcision: whose mouths must be stopped,
who subvert whole houses, teaching things which
they ought not, for ﬁlthy lucre’s sake (Titus 1:9-11).
Psychology or no psychology, that is the proper method
of approach! Paraphrasing Thayer’s deﬁnition of the Greek
word here translated “convince” we have: refute, confute,
convict, bring to light, expose, ﬁnd fault with, correct, reprehend severely, chide, admonish, reprove, to call to account,
show one his faults, demand an explanation, to chasten, to
punish. Other scriptures of similar import should be noted
here.
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And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works
of darkness, but rather reprove them. (Ephesians
5:11).
Wherefore rebuke them sharply that they may be
sound in the faith. (Titus 1:13.)
These things speak, and exhort, and rebuke with all
authority. Let no man despise thee. (Titus 2:15.)
Them that sin rebuke before all that others may fear.
(1 Timothy 5:20.)
I charge thee therefore before God, and the Lord
Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and the dead
at his appearing and his kingdom; Preach the word;
be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke,
exhort with all longsuffering and doctrine. For the
time will come when they will not endure sound
doctrine but after their own lusts shall they heap
to themselves teachers, have itching ears; and they
shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall
be turned unto fables. (2 Timothy 4:1-4.)
Sometimes it is said that the Old Testament said, “Thou
shalt not,” but that it is bad psychology and that the New
Testament does not say, “Thou shall not.” If that were true, it
would only mean that God made a mistake for ﬁfteen hundred
years! But it is not true. Read the 13th and 14th chapters of
Romans for a sample of the “Thou shalt not” method of the
New Testament! To reprove and rebuke is to say in substance,
“Thou shalt not.” I will produce just about as many commands of the New Testament that are stated negatively as can
be found in the same number of pages of the Old Testament.
But if only one negative statement could be found in the
New Testament, away goes the absurd assertion. Paul was
chosen to do two things: “to turn them from darkness to
light.” To turn men from darkness is just as much the duty
of a preacher of the gospel as to turn them to light.
Without all modern inventions of communication and
travel, and being compelled to do everything the most expensive and laborious way, Paul could exclaim after a few
years that the gospel had been preached “to every creature
which is under heaven.” (Colossians 1:23.) By controversy
in their own places of worship (Acts 15 and Galatians 2), in
the public places (Acts 17:17), and in other fellow’s place
of worship (Acts 6 :9-7 :60; Acts 9 :20; Acts 13:5, 14,41-51;
Acts 14:1; Acts 17:1, 10, 17; Acts 18:4, 18; Acts 19:8), they
“persuaded and turned away much people” from the false
to the true, and, so their enemies said, “turned the world
upside down.” A contest of any kind focuses interest, and
this is especially true of the contest between false religion and
true religion. After a discussion that lasted for two years and
three months in the city of Ephesus (the longest discussion
on record), it is said, “so that all they which dwelt in Asia
heard the word of the Lord Jesus.” It would have the same
effect today. What could Paul have done with ampliﬁers,
radios, and newspapers?
Invariably false teachers, who are feverishly endeavoring to avoid exposure, seek refuge in a perversion of Romans
1:29 and 2 Corinthians 12:20. There, they piously tell us,
debating is condemned as one of the worst of sins. Is it not
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a little strange that they did not ﬁnd this out until they tried
a few times to uphold their doctrines in public discussion?
They pervert these passages who make the word “debate”
mean “discussing religious questions in public,” for that sort
of deﬁnition makes malefactors of Elijah, Gideon, John the
Baptist, Jesus, Stephen and Paul. “Debating” is condemned
but “disputing” was highly indulged in by all the preachers
of the Bible, therefore, I am very much in favor of disputes!
Bigger ones and more of them! Let all Christians learn how
to lead their neighbors out of darkness into light, and not conﬁne this matter of teaching to a part of the church sometimes
called “preachers.” Why not make every Christian a preacher
as in the Jerusalem church (Acts 8:1-4)? I once helped to tear
a big hole in my neighbor’s roof, not because I wanted to
harm my neighbor, but because I wanted to do him good. His
house was on ﬁre! When a Christian endeavors to discredit
his neighbor’s religion, he is attempting to do him a favor,
just as if he were rescuing him from a burning house or a
sinking ship. A Christian’s love will not allow him to stand
idly by and see his neighbor drink poison by mistake.
This, my friends is the spirit of the New Testament
preaching and we feel that this volume of sermons conforms
to this ideal. With a prayer for all honest seekers for the old
paths we send it forth on its mission.
November 11, 1937.

—Deceased

FREE CD AVAILABLE
Contending for the Faith is making available a CD-ROM free of charge.
Why is this CD important? ANSWER:
It contains an abundance of evidentiary
information pertaining to Dave Miller’s
doctrine and practice concerning the reevaluation/reafﬁrmation of elders, MDR,
and other relevant and important materials
and documents directly or indirectly relating to the Brown Trail Church of Christ,
Apologetics Press, Gospel Broadcasting
Network, MSOP, and more.
To receive your free CD contact us at
Contending for the Faith, P. O. Box 2357,
Spring, TX 77383-2357, or email us at
cftfdpb@gmail.com.
If you desire to have a part in the distribution of this important CD you may
make your ﬁnancial contributions to the
Spring Church of Christ, P. O. Box 39,
Spring, TX 77383
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MODERN-DAY JUDASES
Raymond Allen Hagood

Men’s feet are made of clay and, in spite of humanity’s best efforts, men often stumble and fail. No one
is immune to such spiritual breakdown, wrong steps,
or inefﬁcacious ruin. Sometimes these falls come most
unexpectedly and are especially lethal to those who
have convinced themselves that such a downfall is
highly unlikely for them. Paul warned in I Corinthians
10:12 of those who thought they were standing, when in
reality they were unexpectedly approaching a fatal fall.
Failure is part of the human experience and should
not ever be surprising, but betrayal is another matter.
A turncoat is a real evildoer, a deserter who spins webs
and creates conspiracies for his own selﬁsh purposes.
Such individuals will use and deceive whomever they
will to gain power, wealth, position and whatever else
may be needed to make their plots and machinations
successful. Unlike the poor human who fails because
of deception, ignorance or weakness, these people
are wicked, vicious, corrupt “cut-throats”. There are
no mitigating factors to excuse their evil deeds.
The apostles Peter and Judas both had one thing
in common. They both failed the Lord. Their failures, however, were as different as night and day.
Peter was that faithful servant who in good faith and
with a pure heart served the Lord. When Jesus was taken from Gethsemane by force, submitted to a mock trial
and cruciﬁed, Peter lost his faith. His understanding of
the Messiah’s work and mission was so ﬂawed that he
could not understand how the Lord could allow himself
to be taken, subjected to such humiliation and be murdered. Yet when the Savior was resurrected from the
grave, Peter’s faith was not only restored, but made far
greater than ever before. Peter speaks of this very matter in I Peter 1:3: “Blessed be the God and Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ, which according to his abundant mercy hath begotten us again unto a lively hope
by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead.”
Yes, Peter failed the Lord, but his failure is understandable, and the great and godly life that Peter
lived after these events more than made up for any
mistakes that Peter made in regard to the Lord.
Judas, however, sat at the Lord’s feet, saw the
miracles that he performed and witnessed the pure
life of the son of God. Yet, he never had faith; he was
never what he claimed to be. All that the Master did
and was meant nothing to him. Nothing motivated
him but venal self interest and ﬁlthy lucre. There
are no palliating circumstances that can excuse his
abominable deeds, just the harsh reality that the sorry
renegade betrayed the son of God for 30 pieces of silver.
It has now become clear to many brethren in the
church today that they have been duped by “modern8

day Judases.” This deception has been so diabolically
successful, because like all conspiracies it has taken advantage of innocent hearts whose only ambitions were
to use their talents, energies and resources to advance
the kingdom of God on this earth. They were there
to build Christian colleges to educate their children
in Christian principles and sound preacher schools to
train men to preach the gospel to a lost world and faithful radio and television programs to reach the masses
with the gospel of Jesus Christ. They did not realize
that many of the people behind these colleges, preaching schools and mass media efforts were not there to
advance the Lord’s cause at all, but, rather, they were
there to build empires to serve their own self-seeking
ambitions. In spite of their claims of faithfulness,
trustworthiness and devotion we have learned by their
actions that they were in reality Benedict Arnolds.
We gave them our innocent children, conﬁdent
that they would protect them, nourish them in God’s
word and be Christian examples in word and deed.
Instead, they took many of our children and corrupted
them, leading them down the path of false doctrine.
We gave preaching schools our young men to prepare them for the greatest work on the earth. Instead
of doing the work they were obligated to do, they took
many of our young men and turned them into corrupt
politicians, controlled by the leaders of those schools.
Innocent souls, manipulated by evil-hearted men,
empowered those institutions with money, power and
inﬂuence—so much power, money and inﬂuence that
they can manipulate a brotherhood and perpetrate their
evil empires by favors and, if necessary, by threats.
Yes, we have been deluded, but no more. We
see them for what they are, and they cannot deceive us any more. This is, of course, the undoing
of every traitor. Their power is their deception,
like all successful traitors, but now we know them
for what they are. They believe that because they
are so powerful and connected, they are immune
to consequences. In this, they are sadly mistaken.
In all this evil and corruption there are bright spots.
Perhaps the brightest is the knowledge that their exposure will not allow them to deceive the honest any more.
They will continue to control those surrogates who serve
them, but they will never again inﬂuence the righteous.
Their spell is broken, and the only thing that awaits them
is the “ﬁeld of blood” that they are destined to visit soon.
—560 Lovers Lane
Steubenville, OH 43953
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The Twinkling of an Eye
Paul Middlebrooks

Do we remember the startling words spoken by
the Apostle Paul when he wrote, “In a moment,
in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for
the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be
raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed” (1
Cor.15:52). The reality of Paul’s statement is this:
life could be over for any of us before we know it.
Therefore, we must learn to use our time proﬁtably.
I am a young Gospel preacher, who is like a child
in a candy store. God has given me a host of Scriptures to study, obey, preach, and defend (Philippians
1:17). Recently I have battled liberalism (doctrines
that loose men from what God has bound on them in
his Word) at its worst and learned a great deal from
it. In this article I hope to help brethren better deal
with liberalism or, for that matter, any other error.
One of the many things I have learned is that some
brethren will use about any excuse to keep from facing
painful and distasteful realities. Please note the following question: “Where in the Bible are we taught to
become so busy with certain things that one does not
have the time to make sure that the devil is not sitting
next to you and using your ignorance of certain matters
in the church to slip his errors into the church where
you are, or into your home, or into your own life?”
There are many camps, lectureships, schools, and
even congregations that hide behind that sinful “don’t
have time” defense statement. When starting camps,
lectureships, and schools I would like to think, and in
most instances I am sure, that my brethren have possessed only good motives. But, it seems that all too
often after the Lord blesses them with numerical and
ﬁnancial growth, some of them forget certain aspects
of God’s Word. At some point in time, pleasing the
people became more important to them than pleasing
God. Good and honest men can, have, and do slip into
this trap—the trap of seeking to please men rather than
God. Then, one day, when someone points out to them
their ﬂawed priorities, they are faced with a choice or
choices. They know that if they chose the way of Truth,
they will lose the close friendship of some brethren,
relatives, and maybe their own jobs. Thus, in fear, they
try to excuse themselves from their personal responsi-

bility to learn about and understand the issues of the
day and, in the light of the Bible, make the right choice.
Instead of taking the time to do the necessary work to
learn what is going on, they excuse themselves by hiding behind the ﬂimsy excuse, or one like it, expressed
in the following statement: “I am out winning souls and
don’t have time to check up on everyone and everything in all these brotherhood programs.” No program
is worth accepting and tolerating the teaching of any
false doctrine or fellowshipping false teachers. The
New Testament does not authorize Christians to shirk
their responsibility in one area because of what some
have called “a greater good” in another area. Neither
has God given us the liberty to avoid confrontation
where such is necessary for the defense of the Gospel.
In the name of balance, much of the brotherhood
has become spiritually weak. In some cases brethren
(elders and preachers in particular) are just tired of
ﬁghting false teachers and error. One brother recently
told me, “Maybe I am just getting soft in my old age”.
Have we so quickly forgotten (Rev. 2:10)? This is no
time for getting soft. The devil is in sheep’s clothing
every second of our life and goes about seeking whom
he may devour (1 Peter 5:8, 9). The truth of the matter is that when we are confronting error and false
teachers in and out of the church we are engaged in
one aspect of soul winning. Do not allow weak and
unfaithful brethren to “sell the church a bill of goods”,
declaring that ﬁghting error and those who teach it has
nothing to do with winning souls. It is just as much a
part of winning souls as the home Bible study. If the
program cannot be kept as God has authorized it to
be in the New Testament of His Son, then God will
have nothing to do with it. Shut it down and start
again if you must. The weak and liberal mindset that
is the church today is going at full force. It must be
stopped. Remember the end will come in a twinkling
of an eye and then sinful excuses will be severely
and eternally dealt with by our Lord (John 12:48).

Why are brethren so often sympathetic with
those who openly and boldly advocate error? We
frequently apologize for those whom we consider
to have made a simple slip of the tongue. It is always accidentally, and never intentionally, that
error is propagated from the pulpit. Honest mo-

tives, never evil intentions, are attributed to those
who promote heresy by point of pen and word
of mouth. Brethren, we must recognize that the
majority of false teachers (those recorded in the
Bible) were DELIBERATE DECEIVERS (p. 12).

—11994 Hwy 337
Summerville, Ga. 30747

FROM THE AUGUST 1988 CFTF
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David B. Watson Resigns
Dear Brethren,

Many of you have heard me remark numerous times on
the seemingly unending reach of the tentacles of the Dave
Miller/AP, GBN, MSOP, TNGJ, SWSBS, SCHERTZ,
LUBBOCK, OABS brotherhood combine. This is a powerful force, without a doubt. It has now done its work on our
faithful and beloved brother, Dave Watson. At the close of
the worship hour on the morning of 11/26/06 he tendered
his resignation as one of the elders of the church in Sapulpa,
OK, effective immediately. At the same time, he also submitted his resignation as the preacher, effective in ninety days.
In his resignation statement, he explained that
he and his fellow elder, brother Glen Zumalt, could
not agree on continuing the church’s ﬁnancial support
of OABS. He (Dave) could not agree that OABS was
any longer worthy of support and brother Zumalt insisted that it was worthy and that the support should
continue. The brethren at Sapulpa not only know that
Dave has resigned, but they know WHY he resigned.
Those of us close to the situation at Sapulpa have seen
this coming since February, when OABS abruptly refused to
fulﬁll its commitment to the elders at Spring, Texas, to broadcast (via the Internet) the Open Forum portion of the Contending for the Faith Lectures. The impasse between Dave
and brother Zumalt was predictable. For the uninformed,
the daughter of brother Zumalt is married to Tom Bright, Jr.,
which means (for those in Rio Linda) that the grandchildren
of brother Zumalt are also the grandchildren of Tom Bright,
Sr. (Director of OABS). Unfortunately, brother Zumalt has
not been able to get past the family connection on the OABS
problems. He has been willing to listen to and accept only
what brother Bright and those sympathetic to him have told
him. He has refused to examine material critical of the Phillips St. elders, OABS, and brother Bright. He speciﬁcally

declined Dave’s offer to supply him with all of the discussion of OABS that appeared in recent weeks on this list.
As those who read this list are aware, Dave has not kept
his convictions concerning OABS a secret over the past
several months and especially over the past several weeks.
Some time ago he made it plain to his fellow-elder that he
would oppose continuing OABS in next year’s ﬁnancial
plans for the church when planning time rolled around, and
on what grounds he would do so. Brother Zumalt made it
just as plain that he was determined that the support would
continue. His family has been at Sapulpa for decades, several of which years he has served as an elder. A preacher
almost always gets the short end of the stick in such a situation, even though he is upholding the right and opposing the
wrong. Sometimes, he is forced out BECAUSE he dares to
uphold the right and oppose the wrong, as was the case here.
I have seen Dave and Peggy under the gun more than
just this time in the several years I have known them. I’ve
never seen them waver or blink when Truth and righteousness were at stake, regardless of the sacriﬁce they must
make. Those who have heard him preach and have read the
material he has written in recent years know that he has a
keen, logical mind to accompany his great knowledge of
the Book. He has especially demonstrated these qualities in
his outstanding responses to brother Gil Yoder on MDR and
to brother Randy Mabe on the OABS issue on the CFTF
and SOD lists. These very qualities led me to invite him
to serve as my associate editor of THE GOSPEL JOURNAL, which he did admirably until our ouster therefrom.
Dave has no present prospects for a place to preach. All
who read this list and who love the Truth need to be alert to any
faithful congregation that is seeking a preacher. Any congregation that gets Dave and Peggy Watson will be getting some
of the very best. Let us all pray that God will, in His gracious
providence, open a “great and effectual door” to them soon.
Yours in one Faith,
Dub McClish


Dear Brother Dub,
Thanks for your words of encouragement. They mean
much to Peggy and to me. When I informed my fellow elder of my intention to resign yesterday morning (11/26/06)
I was told by him that he had been planning to resign that
evening (11/26/06). Peggy and I have had a trip to Florida
planned for months. We are to leave here (Tulsa) this Friday
(12/1/06) and return the next Friday (12/8/06). My ex-fellow
elder asked me last night (11/26/06) when we were leaving
and I reminded him of what he has known for months. After
services last night (11/26/06) he called a meeting of the men
and scheduled a business meeting to work on the budget
for next year this coming Saturday (12/2/06). All should be
able to read between the lines here. I wonder if both OABS
and Dub will still be included in the new budget?
Another item of interest (perhaps unknown to many)
is that the daughter of Tom Bright Sr. is married to a brother of Eric Lyons. This is the same Eric Lyons who works
with Dave Miller at Apologetics Press. Tom Bright Sr. has
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a family connection to AP. This is another reason why you
will not hear much if anything out of Tom Bright Sr. and/
or OABS concerning the errors of Dave Miller. However,
he (and they) have not been silent about the situation here
in Sapulpa. My ex-fellow elder informed me a few weeks
ago that he has been contact with Tom Bright Sr., Tom
Bright Jr., and even Ted Thrasher (all connected in some
way to OABS) concerning these matters. But when I asked
him if he wanted to read the messages of Randy Mabe and
my responses he refused.The words Jesus spoke long ago
are still true. “Think not that I am come to send peace on
earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword. For I am come
to set a man at variance against his father, and the daughter against her mother, and the daughter in law against her
mother in law. And a man’s foes [shall be] they of his own
household. He that loveth father or mother more than me
is not worthy of me: and he that loveth son or daughter
more than me is not worthy of me.” (Matt. 10:34-37).
David B. Watson
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Denny Durigan wrote:

List,

Dave,

Brother Dub, thank you for your message. Well
said! Sound preachers who have been preaching for a
while know what it is like, at least many have had to face
this, to uproot family and move on because of refusing
to compromise. Men like brother Watson, and his good
wife, are those who will sacriﬁce comfort and longevity
for the cause of truth.
A preacher, now in his senior years, who was visiting
in a Gospel Meeting that I was conducting a few years
back, said to me (He knew I was looking for a place):
“Go somewhere and stay.” Perhaps this preacher did not
realize that I really would like to go somewhere and stay,
and not have to compromise the truth to do it.
Faithful preachers and their families are like everyone else. We like stability and longevity. However,
brethren sometimes make this impossible. It is becoming increasingly difﬁcult for sound preachers to stay very
long in a place. Many, no doubt, will have to start making tents. Furthermore, let us face the facts, new congregations need to be started all over the country, even in
Tennessee, the “buckle” of the “Bible belt.”
To those who are not preachers, when you see a gospel preacher’s resume’ and notice that he has not stayed
anywhere very long, especially in recent years, do not
assume the worst. It does not necessarily mean that he
is hot-headed, hard to be satisﬁed, uneasy to get along
with, or radical. It may mean that he is a man who refuses to compromise the truth, and given the right group
of people to work with, may be very fruitful and stay a
good many years.
My prayers are with brother and sister Watson, and
for all faithful servants of the Lord who refuse to compromise the faith for any reason, like Paul who did not
compromise with the Judaizers, not even for an hour:
And that because of false brethren unawares
brought in, who came in privily to spy out our
liberty which we have in Christ Jesus, that they
might bring us into bondage: To whom we gave
place by subjection, no, not for an hour; that the
truth of the gospel might continue with you (Gal.
2:4-5).
May more rock-solid preachers and elders rise up
among us, those who will: “Hold fast the form of sound
words, which thou hast heard of me, in faith and love
which is in Christ Jesus” (2 Tim. 1:13). Let us pray
that it be so.

What is the connection between Eric Lyons and
Eastside,
in
Muskogee
that
would
explain
their
present
stance
(ContendingFTF@yaho

ogroups.com,”dld6130”<denny-d@...>)?


Dear Brother Denny,
Thanks for your phone call today and for your
words of encouragement. They mean much to Peggy
and myself.
Cliff Lyons (the father of Eric Lyons) was the
preacher at Muskogee for years and while he was
there he directed their lectureship. His boys (including Eric) grew up in Muskogee. Eric’s brother married
the daughter of Tom Bright Sr. [Note: for those in Rio
Linda this means that their children are the grandchildren of Tom Bright Sr. and his wife and of Cliff Lyons
and his wife]. Eric left and went to school and eventually went to work at Apologetics Press (while Bert
Thompson was director). Cliff and his wife moved
away but his son (the one married to the daughter of
Tom Bright Sr.) stayed there until just a few years
ago when they moved away. The entire Lyons family
is very much loved and appreciated at Muskogee for
their work’s sake (and rightly so).
When Dave Miller was brought to AP by Bert
Thompson Eric stayed on despite the hiring of Dave
Miller. He stayed on when Dave Miller was made director of AP after the Bert Thompson scandal erupted.
When Eric Lyons conducted a seminar at Muskogee he and his dad defended Dave Miller to one of
the members there by saying that Dave Miller was not
teaching his false doctrines now and was not dividing
churches now (as if that justiﬁed his errors).
Just recently Muskogee had Tom Bright Sr. on
their lectureship. Robert Taylor was scheduled to
speak but did not due to health reasons. Jerry Brewer
withdrew as a speaker but according to the Muskogee
preacher did not state a reason as to why. He indicated
to Dub that he was opposed to Robert Taylor but apparently did not tell Muskogee anything. (He can correct this report if it is in error).
Hope this will help answer your question.
David B. Watson

In Christ,
Danny Douglas

The ﬁve preceding emails on pages 10 and 11 came from ContendingFTF internet discussion group. To subscribe to the group send an email
to: ContendingFTF-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. —EDITOR
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The Adverse Effects Of Church
Politics On The Church
Robin W. Haley
[This text is taken from the notes used for the 22nd Annual Upper Ohio Valley Bible Lectureship in Steubenville, Ohio, October 2006 —EDITOR]
That “politics” is involved in all that we do ought
not to shock anyone. The word politics, politic, political comes from a Greek word that means, “civic, citizen.” Our word policy is derived from this word, and
so, it is akin to the term protocol or “rules of behavior
when dealing with our fellows.” Are there rules for
dealing with one another as brethren? Of course! In
our King James Bibles, the term “one another” appears 47 times. These deal with how we are to behave
toward each other as Christians. For example: we are
to “prefer one another” (Rom. 12:10), “edify one
another” (Rom. 14:19), “comfort one another” (1
Thess. 4.18), and “consider one another to provoke
unto love and good works” (Heb. 10:24). These are
the Lord’s politics…His policies. When we use our
policies to obey His policies, we use the term “expedient.” Another example of how His policies and our
own compliment each other is in the Lord’s supper. The
Bible teaches that we are to eat the Lord’s supper upon
the ﬁrst day of each week. That’s the Lord’s policy,
His politic. We at the congregation where I labor do
so just before the sermon on the ﬁrst day. That is our
policy, our politic, our rule or expedient for obeying
what the Lord authorized.
The question becomes, however, whose rule,
politic, policy are we going to follow in brotherhood
matters? Let us consider the use of the term “rule.”
The apostle Paul said “And as many as shall walk
by this rule, peace [be] upon them, and mercy, and
upon the Israel of God” (Gal. 6:16). What is that
rule? Why, that found in verse 15: there is neither circumcision nor uncircumcision. In other words: show
no favorites. We are new creatures in Christ. Note
again: “only, whereunto we have attained, by that
same [rule] let us walk” (Phil: 3.16). What rule is in
view here? That of verse 15: “be thus minded.” Thus
minded regarding what? The context says: the mind of
pressing on to the goal of the prize of the high-calling
of God through Christ. One more: Paul tells us to let
the peace of Christ dwell in us. How? Verse 16 says
by letting the word of Christ dwell within. How is that
done? Verse 17: by doing all in the name of Christ.
So then, when we act by the authority of Christ, doing
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what He has spoken in His word, we’ll have peace.
Simple. Sadly, there is no peace among brethren
today! Why is there no peace? SOMEONE IS NOT
FOLLOWING CHRIST’S RULES…THEY ARE
PLAYING POLITICS!
This brings me to a deﬁnition of “politics” which
will serve us in the remainder of this article. From the
internet, I was able to ﬁnd this: “the use of intrigue
or strategy to take advantage of a political situation
or issue; to deal with people in an opportunistic, manipulative, or devious way in obtaining any position
of power or control; the often internally conﬂicting
interrelationships among people in a society.” In
simplest terms: it is the work of one or more to “take
advantage, take control, play favorites for the sake of
position, reputation, or money.” Indeed, someone is
playing politics, and it does have a devastating effect
upon the church, her members, her work, her inﬂuence
for the Lord in this world, and upon her chances of this
generations’ children of God going to Heaven!
This current strain of troubles for the Lord’s people
is not new. Jeremiah said,
A wonderful and horrible thing is come to pass in the
land: the prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests
bear rule by their means; and my people love to
have it so: and what will ye do in the end thereof?

(Jer. 5:30, 31).
Far too many of the Lord’s “prophets” (preachers) are
speaking lies, and His priests (1 Pet. 2:5, 9) are making
their own rules, playing stupid games. Moses wrote
in the law that “If there be a controversy between
men, and they come unto judgment, and [the judges]
judge them; then they shall justify the righteous,
and condemn the wicked” (Deut. 25:1). There is and
has been a controversy between men (let the reader
refer to the alphabet soup of current controversy: AP,
TGJ, MSOP, OABS, SWSOP, GBN, Highland church of
Christ in Dalton GA and their unscriptural withdrawal
from the eldership of the Northside church of Christ in
Calhoun, GA., etc…), they have come unto judgment
(The Judge of all the earth shall do right [Gen. 18:25],
and indeed has judged as found within His word), but
the righteous are being condemned and the wicked are
being justiﬁed…for position, power, favoritism, and/or
money (please read Isa. 5:23)!
Let us consider some Biblical examples of “playing
politics.” In Ezra 4:1-5, we ﬁnd the politics of compromise. Israel’s enemies sought to join them in their
work (verse two). But we discover in verse three that
God’s people are to compromise nor have fellowship
with those who have neither “part nor lot in this, for
their hearts are not right with God” (Acts 8:21). We
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need to be reminded just here that each congregation
of the Lord’s people has their own work to do. This
does not mean that congregational cooperation is not
an option, and many times a good thing. But brethren,
IT IS NOT AN OBLIGATION to throw in with another
congregation’s plans. If Gal. 6:5 is true, and it is, then
let us apply it to the congregational setting: we shall
bear our own burdens and duties in our respective
locations. We do not need a superstructure to do the
Lord’s work in any given area. 2 Tim. 2:2 is still the
viable way to do the Lord’s work, especially when it
comes to preaching and training others to preach: “And
the things which thou hast heard from me among
many witnesses, the same commit thou to faithful
men, who shall be able to teach others also.” This
was spoken to a preacher in a single congregation. He
could do this, and so may we! We need not think we
are to be married to some other institution (so-called
Christian Colleges, or Schools of Preaching) in order
to obey the Lord!
In verse four of our text of Ezra four, we learn that
outside inﬂuences can foul the Lord’s work. Not only
so, but according to verse ﬁve, a good work can be
sorely frustrated. When we will not cooperate as SOME
think we ought, the Lord’s people will get bad-mouthed
(see our text, verse 12). It seems some of us are now
a part of a small, toxic group of neo-anti’s.
Let us now consider Nehemiah chapter four. Sanballat and Tobiah tried the politics of ridicule. From
verse three we see that some will foretell our failure
if we do not compromise. I’ve heard recently that
“without our school of preaching, the church in this area
would have dried up long ago.” Such gall and braggadocio! Nevertheless, we shall be successful in our
local, small though they be, efforts if we will continue
with the attitude of verse six: “So we built the wall;
and all the wall was joined together unto half [the
height] thereof: for the people had a mind to work.”
Verse ten will remind us that sometimes it is difﬁcult to
build and do the Lord’s work with so much junk in the
way. How disheartening it is to hear of brethren with
whom I have had close relationships in years past failing to honor God’s law on fellowship. Makes is difﬁcult
to concentrate on the work when one has to re-think,
question, and wonder who is on the Lord’s side.
Nehemiah chapter six shows us that when ridicule
will not work, some will sink to the politics of fear and
intimidation. Notice again the plea to compromise
in verse two: “come on down!” Nehemiah gave the
correct RSVP to this foolish invitation: “And I sent
messengers unto them, saying, I am doing a great
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work, so that I cannot come down: why should the
work cease, whilst I leave it, and come down to you?”
Brethren, let us not forget what the preacher was told:
“preach the word; be urgent in season, out of season;
reprove, rebuke, exhort, with all longsuffering and
teaching” (2 Tim. 4:2). Of course, the Lord’s servant’s
enemies were not ﬁnished. Verse seven shows us that
lies are not beneath some. An interesting passage
comes to us from the pen of the wise man when he
wrote, “Bread of falsehood is sweet to a man; But
afterwards his mouth shall be ﬁlled with gravel”
(Prov. 20:17). Some are quick to start or repeat false
statements, but when confronted, do not seem to know
what to say (many will not attempt to answer). Their
mouths seem to be full of gravel so that you cannot
understand what they may be trying to say! Brethren,
be not afraid when the brotherhood politicians lie about
you. Take heart, “But even if ye should suffer for
righteousness’ sake, blessed [are ye:] and fear not
their fear, neither be troubled” (1 Pet. 3:14). Never
forget, “So that with good courage we say, The Lord
is my helper; I will not fear: What shall man do
unto me?” (Heb. 13:6). Verse 12 alerts us that lies
may be told about our works. Some will (and do) say
that we have failed because we have not worked with
them. Far too many are patting each other on the back
in their buddy-hood when they ought to be repenting
over forsaking God’s law on fellowship. I am reminded
of John 5:44 when Jesus said “How can ye believe,
who receive glory one of another, and the glory that
[cometh] from the only God ye seek not?” When we
come to the New Testament, we ﬁnd other examples of
the folly of “playing politics” with God’s people. More
of the politics of fear is seen in Galatians two, when
for fear of the circumcision, Peter ate no more with the
Gentiles. Some are rather condescending due to their
positions such as editors, school directors, lectureship
directors, etc. These are ﬁne positions to hold, and
without doubt there is a great deal of responsibility
associated with such roles. But some have forgotten
what Paul wrote to the Romans:
For I say, through the grace that was given me,
to every man that is among you, not to think of
himself more highly than he ought to think; but
to think as to think soberly, according as God
hath dealt to each man a measure of faith (Rom.
12:3).
Again from verse 16 he wrote “Be of the same mind
one toward another. Set not your mind on high
things, but condescend to things that are lowly. Be
not wise in your own conceits.” This is the politics of
egotism. Some are showing the fruit of what Paul said
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was “glory beyond our measure” when he wrote
For we are not bold to number or compare ourselves with certain of them that commend themselves: but they themselves, measuring themselves
by themselves, and comparing themselves with
themselves, are without understanding (2 Cor.
10:12).
From 1 Corinthians we learn about the politics
of name-dropping/heresies. Remember, “heresy”
refers to a party spirit, cliques, or schisms in the body
of Christ. “Now this I mean, that each one of you
saith, I am of Paul; and I of Apollos: and I of Cephas; and I of Christ” (1 Cor. 1:12). Some today are
saying “I am of Curtis, or Dave, or Bert, or Joseph, or
Tommy” (let the reader understand—the alphabet soup
syndrome). Such politics will surely cost some their
souls (Gal. 5:20).
Our earlier question asked “whose rule are we to
follow?” Paul was tired of politics when he penned
“For am I now seeking the favor of men, or of God?
or am I striving to please men? if I were still pleasing men, I should not be a servant of Christ” (Gal.
1:10). Paul went on to make it clear that God is not
interested in “who” we think we are. In Gal. 2:6 he said
“But from those who were reputed to be somewhat
(whatsoever they were, it maketh no matter to me:
God accepteth not man’s person)—they, I say, who
were of repute imparted nothing to me.”
In my view, the most despicable form of politics
is that of bribery! Hear the word of the Lord! “Thou
shalt not wrest justice: thou shalt not respect persons; neither shalt thou take a bribe; for a bribe doth
blind the eyes of the wise, and pervert the words of
the righteous” (Deut. 16:19). Bribery ruins what is
just, it blinds and perverts, and respects persons. Those
who take bribes are transgressors: “but if ye have respect of persons, ye commit sin, being convicted by
the law as transgressors” (Jam. 2:9). To those who
desire them, bribes are precious (Prov. 17:8), and as
such constitute covetousness which amounts to idolatry (Eph. 5:5). Much of the present distress, distrust,
questions without answers, severing of fellowship,
and downright dishonesty is the result of men seeking
power, position, and money. Paul tells us
But they that are minded to be rich fall into a
temptation and a snare and many foolish and
hurtful lusts, such as drown men in destruction
and perdition. For the love of money is a root of
all kinds of evil: which some reaching after have
been led astray from the faith, and have pierced
themselves through with many sorrows (1 Tim.
6:9, 10).
Let’s face it: money talks! Questions have been
raised, alliances have been formed, fellowship has been
disturbed, forsaken, and re-formed contrary to the law
of Christ, and the perpetrators of these things will not
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give answer! In 1 Kings 12, Rehoboam was seeking
counsel with the old and the young in how to answer
his “critics.” The Scriptures tell us that he “forsook
the counsel of the old men…and took the counsel of
the young men that were grown up with him” (his
buddy hood, 1 Kings 12:8). The wise man said there
is “a time to rend, and a time to sew; a time to keep
silence, and a time to speak” (Ecc. 3:7).
Why do people play political games of compromise, fear, intimidation, respect of persons, bribery
and ridicule? Perhaps for one or a combination of these
reasons: 1) ignorance: some perhaps do not know nor
realize this is what they are doing. It will serve them
to no good end since “my people are destroyed for
lack of knowledge” (Hos: 4:6). 2) indifference: some
just do not care (Lam. 1:12)! 3) indulgence: others to
be sure are simply self-serving as was Diotrephese (3
John 9). 4) injurious: yes, some are seeking to hurt others and their inﬂuence. This is no surprise to us since
Paul faced some of the same things (Phil. 1:15-17). 5)
indolence: sadly some are too lazy to see what is taking place, to look into matters, and to take a stand. It
is too difﬁcult for them to “war the good warfare and
ﬁght the good ﬁght” (1 Tim. 1:8; 6:12). 6) idolatry: as
we have noted before, money is a mighty task-master
(Col. 3:5). 7) ingratiation: by this I simply mean some
people are seeking someone else’s favor. The proper
goal of course is Gal. 1:10: “For am I now seeking the
favor of men, or of God? or am I striving to please
men? if I were still pleasing men, I should not be a
servant of Christ.”
The adverse effects of church politics on the Lord’s
body are too numerous to expound just here. Sufﬁce
it to say that among the myriad of damages done, suspicion, apathy, greed, and alienation are some of the
worse. God forgive men for such folly (if they repent),
and may those who indulge themselves in such sinful
behavior repent of this their error and stand for the right
ways of the Lord!
—5775 Rager Rd
Canal Winchester, OH 43110


ROBIN W. HALEY
6834 CARROUSEL DR SOUTH
REYNOLDSBURG, OH 43068
614-751-1082
e-mail: rhaley@wideopenwest.com
Dear brethren,
Please allow this cover letter to introduce my intentions. I am endeavoring to raise my support so that I may
continue full time in the Lord’s work where I am located
in Canal Winchester, Ohio.
My family and I have been involved in the Lord’s
service full time for 27 years until 2001. In that year we
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moved from Oklahoma to Ohio so that we could be near
our aging parents. I maintained my support through secular employment until very recently. Having been laid off
from my most recent employment, I am in urgent need
to secure my living.
My desire is to secure such living of the Gospel even
as Paul wrote: “Even so hath the Lord ordained that they
which preach the gospel should live of the Gospel” (1
Corinthians 9.14). I preach for the Rager Road congregation in Canal Winchester, OH., and have been doing so
for 4 years. I continue to hold meetings and preach on
lectureships, write for various brotherhood journals, as
well as travel abroad in missions trips each year. There
is MUCH to do, and I need your help!
Please read the enclosed brochure and consider the
recommendation of the brethren where I labor. My needs
are not excessive, and the Lord willing, will be temporary
in duration as we work together to build up the body of
Christ in this place.
One time contributions are appreciated, but not
sought as I need to secure my monthly budget. Please
be assured, that ANY amount that could be given for my
monthly budget would help. I need to know what I can
count on, and indeed I shall be worthy of it. You either
know me, or know someone who has forwarded this to
you who has conﬁdence in me and my work. Know that
I shall give a monthly accounting of all receipts, and a
monthly report of my labors in the kingdom.
If you are not able to help, please give/recommend
this request to others who are sound in the faith. I am very
particular with whom I have fellowship in these matters
of giving and receiving (Philippians 4:15).
Thank you for your consideration. Pray for us that we
may ﬁnd what we need so that the work may continue in
our place. Until I hear from you, I am
In His service,
[Signed]
Robin W. Haley



PHILOSOPHY OF MINISTRY

I believe in encouraging my brethren from the pulpit,
though I am no cheer leader. I preach as a dying man to
dying men...as though I were never to preach again. I
preach book, chapter, and verse from the ASV, 1901 and
KJV. I try always to speak the Truth in love (Ephesians
4:15), but I do not EVER compromise the Truth to please
any. I have no friends...play no politics...play no favorites
from the pulpit.
I believe the only way the church in any community will grow is through evangelism. I was trained in
evangelism, I know evangelism, I do evangelism, and I
teach evangelism to my brethren. I do not approve of
innovations brought in by change agents into the Lord’s
prescribed and authorized worship, nor any other form
of gimmickry!
I do not believe it is the preacher’s duty to “pastor”
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the local church (although he may serve as an elder). I believe the preacher has the same duty of EVERY Christian
to seek and save the lost, visit the afﬂicted, and comfort
those who are in need. This I do as a Christian, not as a
hired employee. I am neither a hireling nor a shepherd
(John 10:12,13). I am the Lord’s bondservant (2 Timothy
2:24), supported by the Lord’s people, and worthy of that
support. This is what the Scriptures teach regarding the
ministry of a preacher. This is what I do to the best of
my ability.

BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH FOR
ROBIN W. HALEY
Robin was born in 1953 and raised in Ohio. He
and his wife Cheryl have three sons, Jacob, Joshua and
Zachary, and one daughter, Lydia. They also have two
daughters-in-law, Naomi (Boswell) and Melanie (Fox),
and four grandchildren. He has worked with congregations in Wyoming, Ohio, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma,
and is now located in Reynoldsburg, Ohio, preaching for
the Rager Road church of Christ in Canal Winchester,
OH. He has preached, conducted campaigns and lecture
programs, and held Gospel Meetings in 14 states. He has
appeared on and served as director for several Lectureship
programs for several years. He has had many articles published in religious periodicals. He has published several
tracts and three commentaries on the books of Romans,
Galatians, and Hebrews, with the manuscripts ready for
publication of First and Second Corinthians, Revelation,
First and Second Peter, and James. He has done foreign
mission work since 1988 in India, Singapore, and the Baltic Republics of Latvia and Estonia, and the Ukraine.
He currently directs the annual Central Ohio Lectures, the last weekend of April each year. He is at this
time endeavoring to organize and direct a small weekend
series of lectures entitled Know The Truth Lectures, to be
taught at small, Central Ohio and Ohio Valley congregations who might otherwise not be able to afford to host a
lecture program. The design of this effort is to more fully
inform and instruct our brethren regarding God’s law on
Fellowship, and other faith strengthening lessons.

—Robin & Cheryl Haley


The Rager Road Church Of Christ
Home Of The Annual
Central Ohio Lectures
5775 Rager Rd
Canal Winchester, OH 43110

I am appealing for regular on-going support so that I
may devote my full efforts to the local work, evangelism,
meetings, lectures, developing the Know The Truth Lecture Series, and my foreign mission works in Ukraine and
Latvia.
The Rager Road church of Christ was formerly the
Williams Road church of Christ, where the Central Ohio
School for Preachers and Teachers was conducted for several
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years. This congregation was formerly served by a number
of elders, two of whom are still members of this congregation. Those men are Hubert Wiley and H. Richard Bates. A
letter of their endorsement (as well as the other men of this
congregation) accompanies this brochure.
The Rager Road congregation began this building in
2000 and moved into it to begin her local work in 2001. We
have been urgent in our attempt to retire the mortgage debt,
making near double payments for some four years. Our
works and our budget will not allow this to continue.
[Signed]
Robin W. Haley

THE RAGER ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPENSES
Evangelism: local/remote
$1075.00
Utilities:
387.00
Advertising:
35.00
Bible class materials:
20.00
Ofﬁce expense:
57.00
Bldg loan:
630.00
Bldg loan interest:
450.00
Postage:
88.00
Publications:
70.00
Miscellaneous:
50.00
Lawn equipment:
308.00
Maintenance:
700.00
Misc. Expenses:
500.00
Total average:
$4370.00
Total average contributions:
4565.00
I am asking for your help in supplying my monthly support. With the amount the Rager Road congregation supplies,
I will need about $2200.00/month. This will just cover my
personal monthly budget.
A committed, monthly contribution is needed regardless
of amount so that I may plan my living budget.
Search your hearts, your budgets, and your willingness
to help me in this work. We hope that within a very few
years we will grow to the point where the local church can
support an evangelist fully.
I thank my God upon all my remembrance of you,
always in every supplication of mine on behalf of
you all making my supplication with joy, for your
fellowship in furtherance of the gospel from the ﬁrst
day until now (Phil. 1.3-5).
MY PERSONAL MONTHLY BUDGET
Home:
$1060.00
Utilities:
285.00
Insurance:
200.00
Medical:
200.00
Car Expenses:
228.00
Gasoline:
95.00
Groceries:
400.00
Phone/Internet:
85.00
Ofﬁce Expenses:
35.00
Household Expense/Repair:
48.00
Travel For The Lord’s Work:
40.00
Mileage:
35-50 miles/week
Total:
$2676.00
This would not include what I would give for my offering
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at worship each week, nor does it take into account any
benevolent works to which we many times contribute.
I currently receive from the brethren here $125.00/week
($500.00/month).

FUTURE GOALS
With the congregation here, we intend to continue to
grow in grace, knowledge and number as we evangelize the
S.E. Columbus, Groveport, Canal Winchester and Pickerington areas.
We intend to continue to conduct our annual Central
Ohio Lectures for brethren and all others in our area. These
are in-depth studies of various topics and/or books of the
Bible.
We intend to continue to be involved in foreign mission
works as opportunities arise.
We intend to try to educate our local brethren regarding
the errors that are rampant in the brotherhood.
I plan to develop and direct the Know The Truth Bible
lecture program. This is designed for those small congregations that cannot afford to host a lecture program on their
own. I and several other preachers will bring a program for a
Friday through Sunday morning series that deals with God’s
laws on Fellowship and other vitally important studies that
many brethren are not being taught. The Lord’s church is
very weak in this part of the state of Ohio and we hope to
build her up in the most holy faith (Jude 20), that brethren
may once again be strong in the Lord and in the strength of
His might (Ephesians 6:10). Sadly, many brethren don’t
know that they don’t know what is happening to the church
in many quarters. God bless you in your good stand for truth
and for helping me to do so here!

Contact Robin:
Phone: 614-751-1082
Address: 6834 Carrousel Dr S.
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
Email: rhaley@wideopenwest.com

2007 SPRING CFTF LECTURES

“FELLOWSHIP—FROM
GOD OR MAN”
FEBRUARY 25—28

Elders: Kenneth D. Cohn Buddy Roth
David P. Brown, Director
Robin and Cheryl Haley
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2007 SPRING CFTF LECTURES

“FELLOWSHIP—FROM GOD OR MAN”
FEBRUARY 25—28

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 25

9:30 A.M. Bible Authority—The Basis for Christian Fellowship
David P. Brown
Robin Haley
10:30 A.M. Should the church of Christ Fellowship the Christian Church?
5:00 P.M. OPEN FORUM
David P. Brown
6:00 P.M. By What Bible Authority Does One Church Extend Fellowship to another Church?
Darrell Broking
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26
9:00 A.M. Should Error Regarding the Five Acts of Worship Disrupt Fellowship Between Christians?Bruce Stulting
10:00 A.M. Fellowship Scriptures: 1 Cor. 5; Rom. 16:17 & Eph. 5:11
Dennis Francis
Martha Bentley
10:00 A.M** Fellowship in the Home (1)
Danny Douglas
11:00 A.M What Fellowship is and What Fellowship is Not
Wayne Blake
1:30 P.M. How Does the Bible Teach Scripturally Broken Fellowship is to be Restored?
2:30 P.M. Fellowship in Restoration History and a Study of Unity Movements in the Church
Paul Vaughn
Moderators: Dub McClish &Dave Watson
3:30 P.M. OPEN FORUM: General Theme, Matters of Judgment
6:30 P .M. CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
7:00 P.M. Fellowship and Suffering
Raymond Hagood
8:00 P.M. Church Discipline and Christian Fellowship
Lynn Parker

TUESDAY, February 27
9:00 A.M. In the Light of Rom. 15:4, What May be Learned About Fellowship From Deut. Seven?
Terry York
10:00 A.M. Is the Ecumenical Movement the Way to Biblical Unity?
Ben Justice
10:00 A.M.** Fellowship in the Home (2)
Martha Bentley
Roger Jackson
1:00 A.M. The Autonomy of the Church and Fellowship
Brad Green
1:30 P.M. Book Review: I Just Want to Be a Christian by Rubel Shelly
Taylor Hagood
2:30 P.M. Fellowship and Respect of Persons
Moderators: Dub McClish & Dave Watson
3:30 P.M. OPEN FORUM: General Theme, Matters of Judgment
6:30 P.M. CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
7:00 P.M. When With Feigned Words They Will Make Merchandise of You
Terry Hightower
Johnny Oxendine
8:00 P.M. Do the Certain Associations of Brethren Imply Fellowship?
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28
9:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
6:30 P.M.
7:00 P.M.
8:00 P.M.

By What Authority Does One Church Withdraw Fellowship From a Sister Church?
Michael Hatcher
Current Views of Fellowship in the Churches of Christ
Lester Kamp
Book Review: Together Againby Rick Atchley and Bob Russell
Geoff Litke
Kenneth Chumbley
Fellowship Scriptures: John 7:20-21; Eph. 4:1-6; Mark 9:38-41
Book Review: Who Is My Brother? by F. LeGard Smith
John West
Moderators: Dub McClish & Dave Watson
OPEN FORUM: General Theme, Matters of Judgment
CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
Should Organizational Error in the Church Disrupt Fellowship Between Christians?
Kent Bailey
Should Error Regarding MDR Disrupt Fellowship Between Christians?
Daniel Denham

**LADIES ONLY

EACH DAY THE NOON MEAL (12:00—1:30) IS PROVIDED BY THE SPRING CONGREGATION

ORDER YOUR 2007 SPRING CFTF LECTURES (CD’S, DVD’S, TAPES, & VIDEOS) FROM:
Green’s Video Service, 2711 Spring Meade Blvd., Columbia, TN 38401, jgreencoc1986@yahoo.com,
www.jgreencoc-video-ministry.com, Phone: (931) 486-1364

RESERVE YOUR HARD BACK COPY OF THE BOOK BY MAIL, PHONE, OR EMAIL

SPRING CHURCH OF CHRIST
1327 Spring–Cypress Road P. O. Box 39 Spring, TX 77383
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In Loving Memory of
James Roland and Mary Juanda Cummings Brown
David Phillip Brown

Late on the afternoon of November 8, 2006 my
mother, Mary Juanda Cummings Brown, slipped the
bonds of this world and stepped into eternity. The
duration of her pilgrimage on earth was 79 years, 7
months, and 4 days at the time of her departure for her
long home. Her mortal remains now reside beneath the
sandy loam of the Bluff City, Arkansas Cemetery beside
those of her husband
of 55 years, my father, James Roland
Brown, who preceded
her in death on April
22, 2001. (As my parents’ burial places
are located next to
those of my maternal
grandparents, my wife
and I have our plots
positioned next to
my parent’s graves.)
As was true of
my father, Mother
also died in Jesus
Christ, with the hope
that only the Son of
God, who is the Son
of Man, the Savior
of the world is able
to offer; for it was
He who declared,
“I am the way, the
truth, and the life:
no man cometh
James R. and
unto the Father,
but by me” (John 14:6; Also see Romans 8:24,
25). With mother’s entry into eternity, my parents
are but a happy and much cherished memory.
Mother’s parents were the late Millard Edgar
and Mattie Marie Crowell Cummings (“Pop” and
“Mama Cummings” to me) of Bluff City, Arkansas. “Pop” preceded my mother in death in1975
and “Mama Cummings” departed from us in 1981.
My father’s parents were Arthur Sewell and
Luda Esther Dawson Brown. Grandfather Brown
died in 1945, about a year and a half before my
birth. My grandmother Brown (“Mama Brown”)
left this world in 1967. Their mortal remains rest
side by side in Camden’s Greenwood Cemetery.
My grandparents are affectionately remembered.
While a girl, walking that same sandy land wherein
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her mortal remains now rest, mama responded to the
Gospel call and became obedient to her Lord and
Savior (Hebrews 5:9). She did this by believing Jesus
Christ to be the Son of God, repenting of her sins,
confessing her faith that Christ is the Son of God, and
completing her obedience to her Lord when she was
immersed in water by Christ’s authority into the name
of the Father, the Son,
and the Holy Spirit
to obtain the remission of her sins (Mark
16:15; Romans 1:16;
John 8:24; Romans
10:17; Acts 17:30;
Romans 10:10, Acts
2:38; Romans 6:3,
4; Colossians 2:12;
Galatians 3:26, 27;
1 Peter 3:21). In so
doing the Lord added
Mother to the church
that He built and
purchased with His
own precious blood.
This is the institution where our Heavenly Father located
all spiritual blessings
in heavenly places
(Matthew 16:18; Acts
20:28; Acts 2:41, 42;
Ephesians 1:3). In her
obedience to the GosMary Brown
pel Mother became a
Christian, nothing more, nothing else, and nothing less;
a member of the church revealed on the pages of the New
Testament. As best humans can know, Mother remained
faithful to the end of her sojourn in this vale of tears (1
Corinthians 15:58; Revelation 2:10; 2 Timothy 4:7, 8).
I have preached, lived, and defended the Gospel
of Christ for over 40 years. To my parents go much
of the credit for my efforts as an evangelist. Because
I did not want to simply say “thank you” to them
with ﬂowers on their caskets when they could no
longer hear me, whenever they were with us, or in an
audience where I was speaking, I tried to give them
a few roses of appreciation for the good they did to
and for me. How happy I am that on many occasions I told them that I loved and appreciated them.
Mother and Daddy would not have anyone
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think they were without flaw, for none of us are.
But, they practiced Biblical morality and spirituality. Thus, with purpose, they sought to please God
by steadfast obedience to His Will in their words and
deeds (Colossians 3:17; 2 Peter 1:2-11;1 John 1:72:6). Their works follow them (Revelation 14:13).
I have chosen this avenue to express to the
community where my parents spent most of their
lives (the place of my nativity, early growth, and
development) that it was truly a blessing for me to
have them for my mama and daddy. Of their inﬂuence for good in and on my life there is no end.
My parents had four grandchildren. They are the
children of my wife, Joann Anglin Brown and me.
They are: David Timothy Brown, wife Trisha and
their ﬁve children, Elizabeth Carrie Brown Light,
husband Michael and their four children, Mary Rebekah Brown Melton, husband Nathan and their three
children, and Rachel Joanna Brown Holley, husband
James and their two children, with a baby boy due
in January 2007. Thus, Mama and Daddy have 14
great grandchildren with their 15th “on the way”.
I wrote much of what is to follow while Mother and
Daddy were alive. It was written in 1999 for a book I edited, which book was dedicated to them and published in
2000. I herein include that dedication with some revision.
Since our “raising” begins with our ancestors, I would like to write of my forefathers and
their impact on Mama and Daddy, and thereby
their inﬂuence on me. However, I will only mention the fact that my parents reflected the good
inﬂuence of our ancestors in their character traits.
My mother and daddy strongly held to the view
that there is a deﬁnite, absolute, and objective standard
of right and wrong. They also believed in standing
up for what is right and bending to no one on matters
of truth—God’s Truth in particular. They personiﬁed
honesty, integrity, self-reliance, independence, and the
“ﬁghting spirit” so much despised and neglected by
many in today’s declining pathetic society and culture.
Not many months before his death I was caused
to laugh when Daddy referred to one of the TV network telecasters as “the chief wimp”. My parents
abhorred the rampant “politically correct” mentality
of the subjective, relativists with their sick syrupy
sentimentalism that passes for love in the minds
of so many today. Indeed, these warped character
traits help form the flimsy foundation of the cult
of defeatism that is daily growing in this country.
Mama and daddy believed in honest, hard work,
but were benevolent to those who could not help
themselves. They were unselfish people from the
old stock that in times past characterized the “warp
and woof” of what it meant to be an American.
I remember the times I sat in Mama’s lap and sim20

ply enjoyed being a little boy with his mother. How well
I remember the times when I was sick or was hurt (my
feelings or otherwise) and she was there to “mother”
me. Sadly I think of the many homes today, if they
may be called homes, which are broken, fractured, and
dysfunctional because of irresponsible and selﬁsh parents. How thankful am I that I never had to know such
a confused mess that some people have to call home.
I remember sitting between Mama and “Mama
Cummings” during worship in the auditorium of the
Old North Madison Street Church of Christ. In my
minds ear, I can still hear them singing with the rest of
the congregation such songs as, “On Jordan’s stormy
banks I stand and cast a wishful eye, to Canaan’s
fair and happy land where my possessions lie.” With
them, Daddy and so many others have crossed Jordan to enter Canaan’s rest in that “land of song and
story”. But they did not have to cross Jordan alone.
I will never forget Mama’s hard work,
her determination to see a thing through, and
so many other things that are too numerous to
mention. In Mama’s lap I will forever remain.
Only my Daddy would know what I mean when
I say that I continue to remember that moonlit night
when I was too little to keep up with the big folks in
the hunting party. He carried me until we stood on a
bluff overlooking the Ouachita River. There we listened
to “Big Boy” sing his song as only that Black and Tan
hound could do it, as he ran the masked bandit, ole ring
tail, on the banks of the river. I still get “Goose Bumps”
when I hear the long lonesome sound that comes from
the mouth of a real “coon hound” on a cold winter
night when he ﬁrst strikes a “cold trail” and begins to
work it— way down there in a river or creek bottom.
When but a small boy there were those times
that I had a difﬁcult time catching my breath because of my asthma. In the middle of the night,
though he had to get up early the next morning to
go to work, Daddy would leave his warm bed to
carry me on his shoulders that I might breathe better.
Then, I had the privilege to observe Daddy’s pursuit
of Biblical Truth as he diligently studied his Bible. He
labored to learn the Truth regarding salvation from
sin. He literally wore out several Bibles (that I now
happily possess) in the process of ﬁnding and learning the Truth that sets men free from sin (Matthew
7:7; John 8:31, 32; 2 Timothy 2:15). Having learned
it he complied with the mandates and principles of
the doctrine of Prince Immanuel. How happy am I
today to remember that Sunday in 1957 when daddy
became a Christian. I stood by Mama as tears of joy
rolled down her cheeks. From that day forward I was
blessed to personally witness my father’s spiritual
growth and development as I, too, was learning about
life and Godliness. Thus, in the last 30 or so years of
Contending for the Faith—November-December/2006

his life much of our discussions centered on and around
things pertaining the Lord’s church and God’s Word.
His singular dedication to studying, learning, and living
could be seen in his service to the Lord as a teacher of
the Bible and for over 30 years as one of the elders of
the Cullendale Church of Christ, Camden, Arkansas.
How Daddy loved to read. And, he understood what
he read. How grateful to him I am for instilling in me the
love of reading. Indeed, International Paper Company’s
slogan, “Give me a man who reads,” was a part of Daddy
before he was a part of IP, where he worked for 35 years.
Yes, there was that part of my upbringing that
required my discipline—both preventive and corrective. As the writer of the Hebrews epistle wrote:

Now no chastening for the present seemeth to be
joyous, but grievous: nevertheless afterward it
yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto
them which are exercised thereby (Hebrews 12:11).

I am truly thankful to God for my parents
because of the sacriﬁces they made to help me understand the consequences of an undisciplined life.
This they did by teaching and exemplifying the
value of the disciplined life of service to God and
man. Daddy, on your shoulders I continue to rest.
I express a special note of appreciation for the
love and concern extended by the faithful members
the Cullendale Church of Christ where mama and
Daddy were members for approximately 50 years.
My parents had friends because they were friendly.
Under the sun Mama and Daddy walk no longer, for
the former things for them have passed away. Therefore,
in closing this small tribute to my parents, I borrow some
of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s words from one of
Daddy’s favorite poems, The Day is Done. For Mary
Juanda Cummings Brown and James Roland Brown
...the night shall be ﬁll’d with music,
And the cares that infest the day
Shall fold their tents like the Arabs,
And as silently steal away.

Indeed, as the apostle Paul by inspiration of the
Holy Spirit wrote in the sacred volume, “…to depart, and be with Christ; …is far better” (Philippians 1:23).
—25403 Lancewood Dr.
Spring, TX 77373

NOW THE LABORER’S
TASK IS OVER
Now the Laborer’s task is o’er;
Now the battle day is past;
Now upon the farther shore
Lands the voyager at last.
Father, in Thy gracious keeping
Leave we now Thy servant(s) sleeping.
There the tears of earth are dried;
There its hidden things are clear;
There the work of life is tried
By a juster judge than here.
Father, in Thy gracious keeping
Leave we now Thy servant(s) sleeping.
There the penitents that turn
To the cross their dying eyes,
All the love of Jesus learn
At His feet in Paradise.
Father, in Thy gracious keeping
Leave we now Thy servant(s) sleeping.
There no more the powers of hell
Can prevail to mar their peace;
Christ the Lord shall guard them well,
He who died for their release.
Father, in Thy gracious keeping
Leave we now Thy servant(s) sleeping.
“Earth to earth, and dust to dust,”
Calmly now the words we say;
Left behind, we wait in trust
For the resurrection day.
Father, in Thy gracious keeping
Leave we now Thy servant(s) sleeping.
—JOHN LODGE ELLERTON
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Some Good Has Come Out Of It
Lynn Parker
It was a land divided, with Rehoboam the king
by right of lineage. However, Rehoboam had a rebellion on his hands; it was the wicked, worthless
opportunist, Jeroboam who was crowned king over
the northern tribes (1 Kings 12:20). What should
Rehoboam do? Should he let a good portion of the
nation walk away without a ﬁght? No. He decides
to use force to re-unite Israel, but then comes the
prophet Shemaiah with this message from God:
Thus saith Jehovah, Ye shall not go up, nor ﬁght
against your brethren the children of Israel: return
every man to his house; for this thing is of me. So
they hearkened unto the word of Jehovah, and
returned and went their way, according to the
word of Jehovah (1 Kings 12:24).

In one of the most profoundly challenging
statements in the Bible, the God of heaven states,
“…this thing is of me.” Even though God does not
sin or tempt men to sin (James 1:13), from time to
time some good comes out of seemingly bad events.
In this case before us, history records that the northern
tribes eventually became so steeped in sin that God
used the Assyrians to wipe the slate clean. Second
Kings the 17th chapter is a summary of everything God
had done to bring the northern tribes to repentance.
Sadly, the Holy record chronicles the end of Israel,
the northern kingdom: “Therefore Jehovah was
very angry with Israel, and removed them out of
his sight: there was none left but the tribe of Judah
only” (2 Kings 17:18). The division that occurred
some 200 years previous had purged Judah of
wickedness. Judah had to learn some painful lessons,
but she at least had a few good rulers. She stood, and
through Judah came the Savior in the “fulness of
time” (Gal. 4:4). Some good came out of division.
Some good can come out of division in the
church. Corinth was divided and carnal. Paul makes
this statement in assessing that pitiful congregation:
For ﬁrst of all, when ye come together in the
church, I hear that divisions exist among you; and
I partly believe it. For there must be also factions
among you, that they that are approved may
be made manifest among you (1 Cor. 11:18-19).
Division is sometimes necessary, and when
such occurs, it makes manifest those that are doing
God’s Will, those living faithful to Him, those
who love the Truth, and respect God’s Word.
Will the events in the Lord’s church during the
years of 2005 and 2006 mark the beginning of a more
“formalized” division among God’s people as the
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new digressives leave the “Old Paths” to start their
new unity-in-diversity movement? If the world stands
another two centuries, will history record that these
years saw the beginning of a movement that resulted
in a new denomination? Will the fellowship with
error and compromise of schools such as Memphis
School of Preaching, Southwest School of Bible
Study, Brown Trail School of Preaching, Bear Valley,
Florida School of Preaching and others like them be
a catalyst to take another segment of brethren away
from pristine, pure New Testament Christianity? In
the last 200 years the colleges operated by the brethren
became the propagators and base for digression.
Will the history book record the sad roles papers
such as The (current) Gospel Journal, The Gospel
Advocate, The Christian Chronicle and other such
papers played in easing the frog into the water pot?
Now that the smoke is clearing and the lines
more deﬁned, perhaps we can see some good that
has come from this current division. Let us note
some of the “good” that has at present come from
these troubles. First, it has helped to expose and
deﬁne error. Paul warned of apostasy in the eldership:
...know that after my departing grievous wolves
shall enter in among you, not sparing the
ﬂock; and from among your own selves shall
men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw
away the disciples after them (Acts 20:29-30).
Some elderships are sitting on the fence while
wolves devour the sheep. But, the propagation of error
has caused more folks to study God’s Will pertaining to,
for example, marriage, divorce, and remarriage. There
has been a renewed study of Dave Miller’s error and
the practice of re-evaluation/re-afﬁrmation of elders.
Second, the division has served a helpful purpose
by showing those that “went out from us” (1 John
2:19). It has brought out of the closet compromisers,
cowards, liars, and false brethren. It has shown us
the “Memphis Shufﬂe” where raising large sums for
building funds is paramount and human friendships
are more important than truth. The Southwest
congregation in Austin, Texas developed a reputation
on the coattails of a preacher, W. N. “Bill” Jackson,
who died in April of 1991. But brethren are starting to
see the cracks in Southwest’s foundation. All of these
have been “outed” by this division. We have heard
many over the years say, “We must stand for the truth
regardless of the cost,” and now we see those who were
just “blowing smoke” and giving lip-service to truth
when they said as much. Perhaps more than a few give
the evolutionists at least a feeble argument—there are
Contending for the Faith—November-December/2006

advanced life—forms without a spine! This division has
shown us that respect of persons and friendships mean
more to some than does ﬁdelity to Christ. We now see
more clearly just who is on the Lord’s side (Ex. 32:26).
Third, this division has caused us to see some
brethren make a stand even in the face of adversity. Some
have lost jobs and support because they opposed error
held to by “those who seem to be somewhat.” But we
have been encouraged to see brethren and congregations
rise to set examples of courage and faithfulness. The
more difﬁcult the challenges, the more they shine as
beacons of truth! Heaven will be more populated by
their sterling conduct while storms clouds boiled.
Last, this division has caused us to look at
doctrinal matters more closely. Were we, as a
brotherhood, getting careless? Were we letting down
our guard? Have the years seen us grow weary of
ﬁghting against error so that we slacked off and started
endorsing men of “uncertain sounds” to speak on our
lectureships? Did we start holding hands with false

teachers because it was easier than ﬁghting? Maybe
so. Perhaps our wayward schools did not look so bad
because we reasoned, “They’re the best we’ve got.”
But if there were instances of wrong being overlooked
and inconsistencies in our conduct, this division has
focused more clearly the issues, especially the doctrine
of fellowship. But there is a growing number that say,
“Enough! No more!” We will be true to the Book, and
we will be careful to honor God’s laws of fellowship.
Let us be clear. We wish for brethren in error
to repent and be saved. We wish they would return
to the Bible study table that they so long chided the
denominations for refusing to do as much. But if
they harden their hearts and persist in this broad
way, it is best for the church that they go their own
way. Good has come out of this division already.
—1650 Gander Slough Road
Kingsbury, Texas 78638

RESERVE YOUR 2007 SPRING CFTF LECTURESHIP BOOK NOW.

FELLOWSHIP—FROM GOD OR MAN

Contending For the Faith
Spring Lectureship Books
2006 “Anti-ism-From God or Man?” $17.00
2005 “Morals-From God or Man?” $17.00
2004 “Judaism-From God or Man?” $17.00
2003 “Islam-From God Or Man?” Out of Print
2002 “Jehovah’s Witnesses” $16.00
2001 “Mormonism” Out of Print
2000 “Catholicism”* $16.00
1999 “Pentecostalism” Out of Print
1998 “Premillennialism” $14.00
1997 “Calvinism” Out of Print
1996 “Isaiah” Vol. 2 Chapters 40-66 $12.00
1995 “Isaiah” Vol. 1 Chapters 1-39 $12.00
1994 “The Church Enters the 21st Century” $12.00

SEND PAYMENT TO:

(add $3.00 per book S&H •TX residents add 7.25% tax)
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH • P.O. BOX 2357 • SPRING, TEXAS 77383-2357
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“Endeavoring To Keep The Unity Of
The Spirit in The Bond Of Peace”
Tim Smith

The words selected for our title come from the
fourth chapter of the Epistle of Paul to the Ephesians,
verse three. What do they mean? How do they apply to
the congregation with whom you serve the Lord? Let
us take a few minutes to investigate that very question.
First, the word “endeavoring” means (basically) “to make haste to acquire speedily the
prescribed attribute.” The phrase “to keep the unity
of” indicates a “togetherness” or “sameness” of purpose. The “Spirit” is, of course the Holy Spirit. The
phrase “in the bond of peace” means “to be held together in peace.” What is the application of the previously noted passage? It enjoins upon each faithful child of God the duty of exerting immediate and
long-term effort to bring about peace in the Lord’s
Church by standing for the “sameness” delivered by
the Spirit to the Church (that “sameness” that was
delivered is the New Testament). We should know in
the beginning that sometimes “unity” is not the result of standing for the Truth, at least not in the sense
in which we usually think of “unity.” If one is “for”
the truth and another is “against” the truth, the one
standing “for” it may well ﬁnd conﬂict and strife
as a result of his/her stand. But know this: the only
way true peace is either given by or required from
God is when that peace is founded upon the Truth. If
strife grows out of our efforts to do exactly what is required in exactly the right way, then that strife between
brethren is required to avoid strife between God and

His people. God does not require of us “peace” at any
price, or that we endeavor thereunto. He requires that
we seek peace maintaining the “unity of the Spirit.”
What is the difference? I have known many instances
wherein “peace” (as the world deﬁnes the word) could
be had if only the faithful would compromise. The
“peace” that would ensue would be “between brethren,” but would it be the “peace” of Paul’s context?
No. For to establish peace on terms that violate God’s
Word is to create strife and friction (indeed, division)
between God and His people. The “peace,” therefore
unto which we strive and for which we endeavor is a
peace based upon and growing from faithful obedience
to the Word of God. Sometimes when you advocate the
Truth you may well be accused of “stirring up trouble”
in the church. If one element wishes to do that which
violates His word and you oppose them, someone
might come to you and whisper something like this:
“Just let them alone in doing what is wrong, they will
be lost (should they die in unrepentant condition), and
if you go along with them you will be lost (should
you die in an unrepentant condition).” This kind of
“peace” is no peace at all! Strive for peace, but do
it properly. Do only what He says, all of what He
says, all of the time. This may make for trouble today, but it will make for peace in the after-a-while.
—171 Radford Circle
Dothan, AL 36301

“WHEN EACH CAN FEEL HIS BROTHER’S SIGH, AND WITH HIM BEAR A PART,
WHEN SORROW FLOWS FROM EYE TO EYE, AND JOY FROM HEART TO HEART.”
On 5/4/04 in a car crash that was not his fault, Tim
Smith, a faithful Gospel preachher, suffered two broken ribs, and severe damage to disks and many nerves in
his back. Tim’s prognosis is that his nerves will continue
to die and the disks in his back will bulge and degenerate. Because of this degeneration he suffers from chronic
pain. Further, there is no treatment available to heal him.
But his pain can be helped. However, the doctors tell
him that in time he will not be able to walk. Due to all
that is involved in his case. Also, his liver is beginning to
fail and he may come down with diabetes. Tim takes up
to 20 pills a day for his pain and other physical needs.
To compound these physical ailments, in combating
error where he did preach, after 14 years preaching for the
same church, he was forced to resign because of his unwillingness to compromise the Truth. With his health as it
is Tim decided he could not go through the ﬁght that is try24

ing on a healthy person, much less one who is ill. He and
his family have joined with other brethren in a new work.
Because they are few in number, Tim receives very little
salary. If you can help Tim and his family please do so.
There are those brethren who continue to remain true
to God under the weight of this world’s ordeals and/or the
torment some brethren inﬂict on the faithful. Our prayers
continue on behalf of Tim and his family. Also, read the
email from Dub McClish to Tim beginning on page 25.
You may contact Tim at the address that follows.
—EDITOR

Tim Smith
171 Radford Circle
Dothan, AL 36301
Contending for the Faith—November-December/2006

Tim:
First, I extend my encouragement to and prayers for you
during this difﬁcult time. I know your physical problems
must only serve to intensify the problems caused by the
two-legged “dogs” who have rejected the holy things and
are nipping at your heels and the two-legged swine who
wouldn’t know a spiritual pearl if it jumped up and bit
them (Matt. 7:6; Phil. 3:2). They have proved what they are
by their turning against and attempting to rend a righteous
man. I hope you will take new courage in knowing that not
only the Lord is behind you, but that many faithful brethren
who admire you and your family are as well.
Second, the persecution that is most difﬁcult to bear at
times (besides that which comes from ﬂeshly kindred) is
that which comes from brethren in Christ. We expect the
world to hate us and mistreat us, but when those we love
and have worked with closely (and who profess to be God’s
people) do so, it is perplexing and painful indeed. But we
must remember, it was not the heathen who persecuted the
OT prophets, but God’s chosen people of Israel (“For so
persecuted they the prophets...” [Matt. 5:12]). One of Paul’s
great sources of pain was “perils among false brethren” (2
Cor. 11:27). The more things change the more they remain
constant.
Third, experience has taught us that when the preacher is
persecuted, his wife and children feel it just as keenly as
he does. Please let your family know that we are mindful
of and prayerful for them, as we are of and for you. We are
thankful that they love the Lord and His Truth even as you
do, and that they are there to help support you.
Fourth, anyone who has preached even for a few years,
and who has been determined not to compromise the
Truth, will have such experiences as you are undergoing.
The more years one preaches, the more such painful experiences one will suffer at the hands of evil brethren (ask some
of us how we know). Several of us could literally “write
a book” (some of us more than one) about such matters.
Isn’t it amazing that some brother or sister who was baptized thirty years ago can’t remember enough Scripture to
recite the plan of salvation to a sinner, but can remember
something the preacher said 10 or more years ago that he
or she didn’t like (and maybe, because it was Truth that hit
him or her between the eyes)? The human brain is indeed a
wonder. Selective forgetfulness and remembrance are alive
and well.
Fifth, sometimes otherwise sound brethren sin against
faithful preachers through sheer idiocy and/or thoughtlessness. This phenomenon has been around a long time.
Though not intended as persecution, such thoughtlessness
and folly equals persecution nonetheless. In 1956 (I was
a second year student at good ole F-HC), my father literally worked himself sick, preaching for the Lord’s church
in Boise, Idaho (live radio program, teaching home Bible
studies 2-4 nights a week, etc.). The church tripled in size
in the three years he had been there. His hard work not only
caused the church to grow, but it landed him in the hospital
for a few weeks from exhaustion and a bleeding ulcer. The
elders, all of whom professed to greatly love and respect
him, must have met and discussed how they could encourage him during this ordeal. They came up with the generContending for the Faith—November-December/2006

ous gesture of cutting his salary in half while he was in the
hospital, since he was not able to work and be productive
(you can’t make this stuff up). Brethren have learned much
about paying those who preach over the past ﬁfty years.
Still, many of those who control what preachers are paid
(usually with no insurance coverage, rarely with any retirement provisions, and often with no raises even to keep up
with increased cost of living) would not long tolerate working under such circumstances. They expect good wages and
beneﬁts to come their way, but so many seem to begrudge
any such advantages for the preacher and his family. Ironically, preachers are in a “catch 22” situation regarding their
support. We are reluctant to even try to teach brethren better
lest our motives be misjudged, yet there is no one besides
preachers who are in a position to do so. In 1964 I “tried
out” at Martin, Tennessee (all of our children were very
young, as were Lavonne and I). The elders seemed very
interested in our moving there. When they asked me how
much salary I would need (translation: how little can we
offer you and still get you to come?). I told them I could
support my family on less than I was being paid at the time
(I was having to supplement my salary with part time sales
work then). They promised to let me know something soon.
A few weeks later a preacher friend called and said he just
read in the bulletin of that church that they had a new preacher—and it was not I. I inquired of the elders why they had
decided not to pursue any further discussions with me and
why they did not at least let me know of their decision. To
the ﬁrst question they said, “We wanted someone who was
more interested in spiritual matters than in money.” They
still have not responded to my second question. Looking
back, it was perhaps providential that I did not move there,
given such obtuse thinking and ungodly attitudes. Having
told all the horror stories faithful preachers can tell, those
who love the Truth, the Lord, and the church of God cannot
keep from preaching, even if they have to ﬂip hamburgers
to pay the bills. And, overall, we need to remind ourselves
occasionally that even our worst afﬂictions are indeed light
compared to those in whose footprints we have the exalted
honor of walking. The ﬁre of old Jeremiah just keeps burning in our bones, doesn’t it?
Sixth, the saying, “you haven’t been ‘loved’ till you’ve
been ‘loved’ by a ‘loving liberal’,” is no less true of “conservative” brethren who “get it in for” those who (preachers and others) are determined to stand for the Truth at
whatever cost. There is a parallel between the behavior
of such “conservative” brethren in local congregations
and their treatment of preachers and the behavior of numerous brethren among the new “balanced conservatives”
who have shown their true loyalties over the past year and
one-half. In both cases, such brethren ﬁnd it easy to forget
some of the most elementary and fundamental principles
of the Gospel. When brethren on the local scene turn on
the preacher, they act like they’ve never read Matt. 7:12.
They justify themselves in lying, spreading rumors (as long
as they hurt the preacher and his family), losing their tempers, and sometimes even cursing and swearing. When I
was ﬁred at Granbury, TX, in 1980 (before beginning work
with Pearl St.), someone ﬂoated the rumor that I had had
an affair with a high school girl, another said I didn’t get
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along with the high school administration and faculty, and,
the best one of all—when a brother asked one of the elders
why I was ﬁred, the elder said, “There are things about Dub
McClish that we dare not tell.” Such brethren can renege
on a 90-day severance “contract” without batting an eye,
all the while sadistically rejoicing in seeing their brother
and his family suffer at their hands and believing they are
doing God a service by their wickedness. A word of advice
to all faithful preachers: When (not if) you’re ﬁred and you
have a “90 day agreement,” ask for the 90 days’ pay in one
check, and then take it straight to the bank. Had I not done
so in the place mentioned above, the elders would have cut
me off in two weeks. They changed the locks on the door
of my study so that I could not even get to my library, my
typewriter, or my ﬁles without begging for a key. Ah, those
loving brethren. Have not the leading brethren in the current controversy, once considered by us all to be “conservative,” behaved the same way? In all of this mess they have
had no problem ignoring Matt. 7:12. They have forgotten
all they ever knew or taught about opposing error and its
proponents and about Scriptural fellowship. They act as if
they never heard of 1 Pet. 3:15. And they are soooo lov-

ing in their epithets: “toxic loyalty circle,” “neo-antis,” “radicals,” “extremists,” “witch hunters,” “watch
dogs,” “gossips,” “tale bearers,” “rumor mongers,”
and so the list goes.
Seventh, some preachers (by their immorality, laziness, meanness, etc.) deserve to be ﬁred. They would
greatly advance the cause of Christ if they would
quit preaching and dig ditches. Such evil doers give
all of the faithful ones a bad name. However, when
one is ﬁred because of his dedication to the Christ and
His Word, he should “wear” his ﬁring as a spiritual
“purple heart” for being wounded in action. I feel no
shame whatsoever in the times I had to move, whether because I was ﬁred or because I beat them to the
punch. (For the same reason, I feel no shame whatsoever at being removed from the editorship of TGJ.)
Those many moves and the stresses related to them
likely have aged me prematurely, but they certainly
cause me no regrets. I moved to two different places
back in the 1960s and early 1970s and stayed in each
place only seven months. The elderships and I both
thought they wanted a Gospel preacher, but we were
both mistaken (one of these places was a church with
1,200 members). I left both of these and some other
places, knowing the axe was going to fall if I did not
get my neck off of the chopping block ﬁrst. The late
and lamented Bill Jackson and I were talking one day
a few years ago, swapping preaching experiences, and
I told him I had stayed only seven months in two places. He retorted, “Don’t think you’ve got the record. I
stayed one place only two months.” Tim, just remember that your ouster at Enon is a double-edged sword:
It demonstrates your loyalty to the Truth, while at the
same time demonstrating the lack thereof on the part
of those who engineered the ouster.
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Eighth, many of your co-workers in the kingdom (especially some of us old heads) have been through the
wringer, sometimes more than once, compliments of
the brethren. Many others on this list (and a host of
others besides) are included. Dave Watson was just
forced out in Sapulpa, OK (and it certainly was not
his ﬁrst such experience). Gary Grizzell got his “pink
slip” a few weeks ago, Daniel Denham can tell you
a story or two. Skip Francis has already mentioned
some of his many delightful experiences. You know
about Harrell Davidson’s mistreatment at Obion. Time
fails me to tell some of the experiences of which I am
aware of Danny Douglas, David Brown, Lynn Parker,
Lester Kamp, Darrell Broking, Ken Chumbley, Raymond Hagood, Dennis Sargent, Gary Summers, Roelf
Ruffner, and many others.
Ninth, take heart. Regardless of how bleak and dark
the days are and how vain our efforts appear at times,
Truth and righteousness will win at last, and we will
all sing with full meaning, “Heaven HAS surely been
worth it all.” We’ll all have to wait till “farther along
to know all about and understand why.” As you know,
what we’re made of is not revealed when the sky is
blue, the sun is shining, and the wind is at our backs.
We learn what and who we are (and others learn this
about us) when the headwinds are strong and the
storm clouds are ﬁerce and menacing. “Wherefore,
my beloved brethren, be ye stedfast, unmoveable,
always abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye know that your labor is not vain in the
Lord” (1 Cor. 15:58).
Yours in the one faith,





Dub McClish

Please Notify

Contending for the Faith
Of Your Address Changes
Send Changes to:
Contending for the Faith
P.O. Box 2357
Spring, TX 77383
Contending for the Faith—November-December/2006

The following unedited letter, along with a statement declaring what will be “taught from the pulpit” of
the Schertz Church of Christ, was distributed by the Schertz elders (Kenneth Ratcliff, Gary Rouse, and
Stan Stockton) during the 2006 Schertz Lectureship. A review, and where needed proper refutation, of
those documents, especially the letter dated November 12, 2006, follows said documents.—EDITOR
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We can appreciate that honest differences of opinion have and will continue to exist among brethren. Many of these are
not of the nature that should be the basis for destroying friendships or dividing congregations and the brotherhood. However, there are some within the brotherhood who give the impression that they can rule for the brotherhood on whether a
statement of repentance is not acceptable, which preacherscan be invited to speak, and which congregations are worthy
of fellowship.
With the availability of fast communication it appears that we have forgotten how to go directly to one another when
there are differences. Is it a forgotten concept that we ﬁrst go to the individual and if necessary then go to him with a few
other brethren and only as a last resort take the matter to the congregation? In our present world, if one believes he has
been wronged he is more likely to make it known to the world by email or have his position printed in a publication instead
of a private discussion with the perceived wrongdoer. How many have even suffered a wrong in silence? Have we failed
to see that this approach is not only scriptural but it is also very practical? It preserves relationships, prevents division and
enables differences to be resolved (if possible) involving the fewest people at the lowest level. Surely many matters could
be resolved by those directly involved without ever being known by others or outside of a congregation. Shouldn’t this approach apply in spiritualmatters as well as personal?
Our world has indeed been made much smaller through rapid communication. With the advent of the telephone and
email, gossip has become rampant. It could be that preachers are among the very worse. How many have heard something and quickly passed it on to others along with their personal observations? Something is heard about a congregation
over 1000 miles away and some want to suddenly be involved. In some respects it is commendable when they make an
inquiry directly to the congregation in question. However, it would seem that any such contact between congregations
should be between the elders of the congregations and not preacher-to-preacher or preacher-to-elders. They might also
do well to ask themselves, “What business is it of mine and what will I do with any information that I receive?”
Brethren should be able to discuss any topic (orally or in writing) without it becoming a personal matter. We should
be able to walk away from any discussion and still be friends as well as brethren. This is possible when we not only have
a Christian attitude but also reﬂect it in our conduct. However, please examine many of the statements by some of our
brethren. There is a serious doubt if they are concerned with learning the true facts and they do not conﬁne their comments (written or oral) to stating facts and their analysis of the facts. Notice the sarcasm, name-calling, personal attacks,
character assassinations, ridicule, insinuations, etc. Such is not only lacking in the character of a Christian, but it is
destructive to maintaining any form of friendly relationship or healing any division. Brethren, we treat those of the denominational world and the atheist better than we treat one another. Something is dreadfully wrong. The Schertz congregation,
with its elders and preachers, have never claimed to be perfect. However, we believe that the real harm to the brotherhood is being done by others who claim to have good intentions but have greatly erred. We are also aware that those who
are not Christians have read some of their material. It is not difﬁcult to see the damage that can easily
be done that can make it almost impossible to reach these people. Surely time could best be spent in spreading the gospel.
We thank you for your consideration.
Yours in Christ,
Elders, Schertz church of Christ


Gary Rouse

Page 1

5/07/06

Below is what will be taught from the pulpit
6 Feb. 06
1-God created man and woman/male and female (Matt 19:2-12; Mark 10:6-10) (Sex
changes are not scriptural (these are man made alterations; not God created))
2- Marriage instituted by God (Gen 2:18-24)
3-One woman for one man and vice versa (Gen 2:21-25)
4-Man shall cleave to his wife (Gen 2:24; Matt 19:5,6; Mark 10:8,9)
5-God joins together (Matt 19:6; Mark 10:8,9)
6-Two become one (Matt 19:5,6)
7-Marriage is until death (Rom7:1-4; I Cot 7:39)
8-One cause for divorce - fornication (Matt 5:31,32; 19:9)
8a-The choice of continuing or discontinuing a relationship is placed in the hands of the
innocent party who may forgive and remain with theft spouse. If the guilty party seeks
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repentance and can truly repent and the innocent party can truly forgive then the marriage
can be held together.
8b-The innocent party where fornication was the cause of the divorce may
remarry without sinning
8c-A husband or a wife who divorces the other for the cause of fornication may then
marry a scriptural eligible person without committing adultery. (Matt 5:32, 19:9)
8d-The guilty party does not have the privilege to remarry.
9-Anyone who divorces and marries another (except where a mate divorces theft spouse for
the cause of fornication) commits adultery. (Matt 5:31,32; 19:9)
9a-Guilty party of a previous marriage is ineligible to remarry; marriage causes both
to sin (Luke 16:18: Matt 5:31,32; 19:9)
9b-Couples living in an unscriptural marriage/adulterous relationship must separate and
terminate the adulterous relationship (Luke 16:18: Matt 5:31,32; 19:9)
10-God’s laws are to be obeyed (Acts 5:29)
11-Man is required to live under civil authority as long as it does not conﬂict with God’s laws.
(Acts 5:29; Rom 13:3; 1 Tim 2:1-2)



THE CHURCH OF CHRIST
at NEW BRAUNFELS
PO Box 310064
New Braunfels, Texas 78131
December 3, 2006
Dear brethren:
We wish that we could be writing of our common
salvation but instead we ﬁnd the occasion necessitates us
to contend for the faith (Jude 3). The church at Schertz,
Texas, recently distributed a letter (dated November 12,
2006) in which they stated not only inaccuracies, but also
falsehoods.
The elders at Schertz would have you believe that
they have never been contacted about Stan Crowley’s
erroneous teaching on Marriage, Divorce, and Remarriage. They wrote,
In a similar manner, a copy of a letter from the New
Braunfels congregation to the Schertz congregation is
in the October 2006 issue of Contending for the Faith.
However, neither before nor since receiving the letter did
anyone from New Braunfels contact the Schertz elders
for the purpose of discussing any alleged false teaching.
The Schertz statement is false. Lynn Parker, the
preacher here, (amid other credible witnesses) relates
the following:
As a matter of fact, the elders at Schertz were invited
to a meeting at my farm over a year ago. Ken Ratcliff,
an elder then and still currently wearing that title, attended that meeting, and said his fellow elder (Gary
Rouse) was unable to attend. Additionally, elders from
two other congregations were present at that meeting.
The sole purpose of the meeting was to address the Stan
Crowley error, particularly as presented by Crowley
publicly at both the Buda-Kyle, Texas congregation, and
at the Beeville, Texas Lectureship. Ken Ratcliff agreed
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with everyone there that Stan Crowley was in error. He
further related that Crowley had been restricted by the
elders on what he could publicly teach and privately
counsel on the matter. At the time, at least two of us
(David Brown and myself) were scheduled to be on the
2005 Schertz Lectureship. I informed Ken Ratcliff that
I would go ahead and submit a manuscript, but that
unless Stan Crowley repented, I would not speak at
Schertz with Stan Crowley. Ratcliff concurred and went
on to say that if nothing had changed by the time of the
2005 Schertz Lectures, he (Ratcliff) would resign as an
elder, and perhaps have to leave the Schertz congregation. Ratcliff was concerned that his fellow elder, Gary
Rouse, was not supportive of action to correct Crowley,
and was having trouble understanding the issues. I
told Ken Ratcliff that he could always come to the New
Braunfels congregation and Ratcliff stated that he might
take us up on the offer.

Now remember—other witnesses were present at this
meeting. The elders at Schertz know better than this! We
wonder just how many meetings the Schertz elders wanted
with folks from New Braunfels (we know of another
meeting that took place with the Schertz elders and the
Spring, Texas elders concerning Stan Crowley’s public
error). Further, how many meetings did the Schertz elders
have with Max Lucado and company before withdrawing
fellowship? Did they think that time would make error
right? Was Crowley’s public sin going to be forgotten?
Or did the Schertz elders think we would never see their
November, 2006 letter?
The elders at Schertz would have you believe that
they (the elders and preacher at Schertz) teach exactly
the same thing we do in regards to Marriage, Divorce,
and Remarriage. If they are now teaching God’s truth on
the matter, that certainly is a step in the right direction.
However, that does not alter the fact that Stan Crowley
has publicly taught error on MDR, and his error caused
division. It is a feeble attempt at revisionist history to
deny such. We have available, at request, tapes of Stan
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Crowley’s divisive efforts and teaching at the Buda-Kyle
congregation. We have tapes available of Stan Crowley’s
sermon at Beeville, Texas, as well as a transcript. Stan
Crowley’s own words serve to indict him of error and
division. But if everyone at Schertz has now come to the
truth, we will eagerly await Stan Crowley’s statement of
repentance.
It is interesting to note that Schertz has its own formal
“policy” statement on marriage, divorce, and remarriage,
dated February 6, 2006. Does this indicate a lack of unity
among the Schertz brethren on marriage, divorce, and
remarriage prior to February 6, 2006? At New Braunfels,
we just use the New Testament of Jesus Christ to govern
what is taught from the pulpit.
Another matter is the obvious misuse of the principles
taught in Matthew 18:15-17. The Schertz elders argue
for private discussions to follow Crowley’s public error.
Schertz writes:
With the availability of fast communication it appears
that we have forgotten how to go directly to one another
when there are differences. Is it a forgotten concept
that we ﬁrst go to the individual and if necessary then
go to him with a few other brethren and only as a last
resort take the matter to the congregation? In our present world, if one believes he has been wronged he is
more likely to make it known to the world by email or
have his position printed in a publication instead of a
private discussion with the perceived wrongdoer. How
many have even suffered a wrong in silence? Have we
failed to see that this approach is not only scriptural
but it is also very practical? It preserves relationships,
prevents division and enables differences to be resolved
(if possible) involving the fewest people at the lowest
level. Surely many matters could be resolved by those
directly involved without ever being known by others or
outside of a congregation. Shouldn’t this approach apply
in spiritual matters as well as personal?
Did Schertz personally and privately rebuke Max Lucado or Rubel Shelly concerning their public errors? I recall
Ken Ratcliff standing in the New Braunfels pulpit a few years
ago denouncing Max Lucado. Now brother Ratcliff, you did
personally and privately meet with brother Lucado before
doing that, didn’t you?! The Schertz elders had their opportunity to keep fellowship intact. If they wanted to prevent
this matter from spreading, they could have addressed the sin
in a timely fashion as at least one of them said he would do.
Too, this is not merely a discussion of “differences.” Stan
Crowley is a false teacher. Crowley is divisive. Crowley’s
teaching and actions have not been done in a corner!
The Schertz elders lament the division that has erupted in the brotherhood, and seek to lay blame elsewhere
just like King Ahab. The truth is, we have not caused the
division but Schertz has by protecting and supporting a
false teacher (2 John 9ff). Schertz is like the boy who
murdered his parents and then appealed to the court for
mercy because he was an orphan! They (and other like
fellow-travelers) made this spiritual mess. They just do
not like the consequences.
But if Schertz is really interested in truth and peace,
we hereby propose a public meeting for the purpose of
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bringing about Bible unity. We would be willing to meet
at the Schertz building and invite brethren everywhere
to attend. We propose that Schertz designate a speaker or
speakers to represent them, and we will do the same. Are
the Schertz elders really interested in truth and peace, or
is this an effort at damage control and saving face? We
hope the former. We would rejoice to see unity restored as
long as it is not at the expense of truth. Truth has nothing
to fear from examination.
For the cause of truth and peace and in brotherly love,

For the congregation
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CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH’S RESPONSE TO THE
NOVEMBER 12, 2006 SCHERTZ ELDERS’ STATEMENT
David P. Brown
We are greatly saddened when anyone, especially
those in the position of elders over a congregation of
the Lord’s people, misreprent the facts in a case. But
this is the case when it comes to the Schertz elders’
Nov. 12, 2006 letter they distributed at their recent
lectureship. They wrote what they did in their letter
knowing that some of us were in a position to know
that they were not correctly representing the facts in
the case or cases that said letter addressed. Thus, their
letter was not written for our beneﬁt because they
know some of us know that they are not correctly
representing the facts. Also, their letter was not written to persuade their 2006 lectureship speakers that
they (the Schertz elders) are correct in the matters addressed therein. This is the case because said speakers
are of the same mindset as the Schertz elders regarding
the matters addressed in their letter. Indeed, some of
the Schertz lectureship speakers seem to be more interested in scratching itching ears than pursuing Biblical authority for what they believe and practise—and
that includes how they go about determining who they
will and will not fellowship. Their letter serves only to
dupe the uninformed and gullible among the brethren
brotherhood wide.
The men who wrote said letter had just as well
stood before the lecture crowd, had the deacons bring
them a bowl of water, and to a man washed their hands
to signify that they are innocent of any wrongdoing in
the matters of which their letter is concerned. Such an
action on the Schertz elders’ part would have meant as
much as when Pilate did it in his attempt to dodge out
on letting Jesus go. Pilate knew Jesus was innocent
(John 18:38). It was because of the people that Pilate
did not have the courage of his beliefs to let Jesus go
(Matt. 27:18, 23, 24). And, it is because of a lack of
concern for the authority of God’s Word regarding
MDR that the Schertz elders are doing as they are.
Why is it that Stan Crowley has “lock-jaw” when
it comes to telling us that he has or has not changed
his false doctrine on MDR? If he has changed why did
the Schertz elders not declare it in their Nov. 12, 2006
letter? Why did they not demand that Crowley issue
a statement that would clearly, candidly, and frankly
announce that he (Crowley) had repented of his error and repudiated his false doctrine on MDR? Rather
than do that, the Schertz elders walk in the footsteps
of Dave Miller, attempting to place the blame on those
that Scripturally oppose their false teacher in residence and their fellowship of him while he adamantly
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refuses to repent.
In their letter it is highly notable, interesting, and
telling that the Schertz elders never refer directly or
indirectly to Stan Crowley, his error on MDR, or anything having to do with Crowley’s need to repent of
his error. All they say is that here is what is going to
be taught from the Schertz pulpit on MDR. Obviously
Stan Crowley’s repentence is of little or no concern
to the Schertz elders. Furthermore, the premise from
which they are attempting to make their case implies
that a person can believe fatal error (loosing where
God has not loosed or binding where God has not
bound), only so long as he never teaches it from the
pulpit. Thus, according to the premise from which the
Schertz elders are operating, a preacher may believe
all manner of false doctrines, just so he does not preach
it from the pulpit of the church that hired him—and a
hireling such a preacher truly is.
In a conversation I had with brother Ratcliff in
the Spring of 2005, he plainly stated that the elders
would not allow Crowley to counsel people on MDR,
or teach his doctrine at Schertz. But, Crowley went to
the Beeville, Texas lectures in January 2004 and there
preached his false doctrine on MDR. Only recently
did I learn from a Beeville church member that brother Ratcliff attended the 2004 Beeville lectures, but left
before Crowley preached his sermon setting out his
false doctrine on MDR. Nevertheless, Crowley’s topic
was printed in the 2004 Beeville Lecture brochure. Is
brother Ratcliff going to tell us that he did not know
that Crowley was going to speak on MDR? Did he
think that when Crowley spoke on MDR that he
would not preach his false doctrine? Furthermore, after Crowley’s Beeville lecture on MDR, while brother
Ratcliff was complaining about Crowley’s doctrine
(he did this for many months to many of us), why did
he act like he did not know what Crowley’s lecture
topic was in the 2004 Beeville Lectures? Of course,
with all of the shenanigans that Ratcliff and company
in and out of the Schertz church have pulled in the last
year and a half, we have a much better understanding
of his and his fellow travelers’ mode of operation than
we did prior to July 20, 2005.
The reason there is a problem at Schertz is because Crowley believes and teaches a doctrine regarding MDR that is false and the elders refuse to do
what the Bible teaches about such matters. However,
the problem did not begin at Schertz. Prior to entering
SWSBS, Crowley had served as the preacher for the
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Buda/Kyle, Texas church. While in school at SWSBS
he remained a member of said church. During his time

at SWSBS he began his crusade at the Buda/Kyle church,
teaching his false doctrine on MDR and opposing those
who stood against him. He did all he could to mark the local preacher who was correctly opposing Crowley’s efforts
to press his doctrine on the church. And, such “stalwarts of
the faith” as the Southwest elders and the SWSBS faculty
did nothing to rebuke Crowley for his actions, but tell him
he would not graduate if he continued to press his doctrine
at the Buba/Kyle congregation. With tongue-in-cheek we
write, now that is a Scriptural response to a false teacher,
is it not?
To the Schertz elders we ask, why fault faithful brethren for exposing your preacher’s false doctrine on MDR?
Why get angry at those brethren who love you enough to
expose your error of extending “the right hand” of fellowship to a false teacher? Why be upset at the some of brethren that you approached to help you overcome Crowley’s
false doctrine on MDR? Remember, in May of 2005 the
Schertz elders speciﬁcally requested our help in this matter.
Surely the Schertz elders do not expect faithful brethren to
accept their Nov. 12, 2006 letter as proof that Stan Crowley
has repented of his erroneous MDR doctrine?
Has it slipped brother Ratcliff’s mind how little information brother Rouse had of the last 30 years of trouble in
the church over various errors on MDR, such as James D.
Bales’ false teaching on MDR? Has brother Ratcliff forgotten his meeting at Lynn Parker’s place in the late Spring of
2005 with the Spring elders, me, Lynn Parker, and the then
elders of the Buda/Kyle congregation about the turmoil that
Crowley created in 2002 at the Buda/Kyle, Texas congregation over his false doctrine on MDR and his opposition to
Tim Kidwell (the preacher at Buda/Kyle) because Kidwell
would not accept Crowley’s views on MDR?
The fact that the Schertz elders had to issue a statement
back on Feb. 6, 2006 regarding what they would allow to
be preached from the Schertz pulpit, reveals that said elders
KNEW they had a problem with the beliefs and teaching of
Stan Crowley. Stopping him from preaching it from their
pulpit obviously does not work too well because he went
to Beeville and taught his devilish doctrine there. And, if
and when he gets a big enough following, the elders will
embrace his error (if they have not already done so) on
MDR, or they will be somewhere else, or relegated to “back
seat” status in the Schertz church. Repentence on the part of
Crowley and the Schertz elders is what is needed, but their
is no evidence at this time that such is forth coming.
In their Nov. 12, 2006 letter the Schertz elders refer to
the letter that Daniel Denham sent to them in which he challenges them to debate the false doctrine on MDR taught by
Crowley; which challenge we printed in the Oct. 2006 issue
of CFTF. In said letter, the Schertz elders pointed out that
their response to Denham’s letter was not printed in CFTF.
Indeed it was not. But said elders failed to mention that
Daniel’s reply to the Schertz elders’ response to him was
not printed in CFTF either. It seemingly never dawned on
these men that we would print their response to Denham’s
challenge along with his reply to their response in this issue
of CFTF. One would think that they would know by now
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that among the things for which CFTF is noted is that we
will print what many would rather keep secret. Whatever
the case, the following is the Schertz elders’ unedited response to Denham’s debate challenge and then Denham’s
unedited reply to them.

Schertz Church of Christ
501 Schertz Parkway
Schertz, Texas 78154
(210) 658-0269

Elders
Kenneth Ratcliff
Gary Rouse
Stan Stockton

July 3, 2006

Ministers
Stan Crowley
Kenneth Ratcliff

Daniel Denham
607 72nd Street
Newport News, VA 23605
Dear Brother Denham,
This letter is in response to your correspondence
of June 7, 2006. Although your letter expressed a
number of thoughts, it seemed best to address its
basic topic. You are seeking to debate an issue on
marriage and divorce in which you (or someone
else) will afﬁrm that: The Scriptures teach that
when a man and woman, who are joined together
by God in a Matthew 19:6 marriage, separate without mutual consent on trivial grounds (i.e. not for
fornication), the marriage bond still exists. The elders of the Schertz congregation and Stan Crowley
have and sontinue to afﬁrm the same position.
Under the circumstances, we recommend that
you look elsewhere if your honest objective is to
debate that issue.
Yours in Christ,
For the Elders

August 14, 2006
Daniel Denham
607 72nd St.
Newport News, VA 23605

Elders
Schertz church of Christ
501 Schertz Parkway
Schertz, TX 78154
Dear brethren,
I am happy to hear that brother Crowley has repented
of his well-documented error on divorce and remarriage, for
surely that must be the case given brother Stockton’s statement in his letter of July 3rd written on behalf of the eldership
at Schertz. After citing the proposition that I am willing to
afﬁrm in debate on this issue, brother Stockton states: “‘The
elders of the Schertz congregation and Stan Crowley have and
continue to afﬁrm the same position.” As brother Crowley is
on public record in direct opposition to that proposition, it
must therefore be the case that he has repented, but without
a public announcement having been made to that effect. Also
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it would mean that appropriate corrections have been made
relative to his actions at Buda/Kyle, especially in his conduct
toward Tim Kidwell, have taken place, but simply not announced. Perhaps, brother Kidwell has been alerted by you of
this change of heart by Stan and has been asked t (sic) forgive
Stan for the evil he perpetrated against him and his dear family. For, surely, the Schertz eldership would not knowingly
be involved in an effort to deceive brethren and commit
such a sin as to be guilty of base and ﬂagrant hypocrisy.
A third possibility, however, does exist and that is that
brother Stockton was not aware of Crowley’s teaching in
the past. I know that at least one of your elders, Kenneth
Ratcliff: knew of Crowley’s error and even expressed great
concern over it to several brethren who are more than willing to verify the same. That Ken did not believe and teach
the same thing that brother Crowley taught just a short
while ago is clearly evidenced by brother Ratcliff’s article
published recently in Contending for the Faith. If you are
in need of that documentation, this can be provided. So,
perhaps, brother Ratcliff failed for some inexplicable reason to inform brother Stockton properly on the situation.
Of course, such an explanation would not explain the
various meetings that the eldership at Schertz had with other
concerned brethren to discuss the Crowley heresy. It is my
understanding that brother Stockton along with brother Gary
Rouse was also present at these meetings with brother Ratcliff, and was made quite aware of the problem with sufﬁcient
documentation being provided on the matter. If so, then this
third option will not ﬂy. But just in case my information is
wrong and no such meetings occurred (of course, God always
knows the truth in these things, Heb. 4:13; Prov. 15:3; Matt.
11:36-37), and just in case brother Ratcliff has lost his copies
of the documentation for Crowley’s “previous” teaching,
you will ﬁnd enclosed a complete transcript of his lecture
at Beeville, as well as a number of materials that a brother
Crowley passed out or issued while at Buda/Kyle, which
bear his own signature. If you are not inclined to accept into
evidence what he said with his own mouth, perhaps, you will,
at the very least, consider what he typed and signed with his
own hand. Or else, maybe, you will logically, rationally reconcile your letter of July 3rd with the evidence. We shall see.
Be assured that if it is the case that brother Crowley
has not repented and the eldership is involved in deception (which we pray would not be the case because of the
eternal consequences involved in such sin), then the debate
challenge as originally given still stands. Surely, truth has
nothing to fear from error, and you may be assured that I
am, most certainly, serious about opposing such error whatever suppositions lay behind brother Stockton’s closing
comment: “Under the circumstances, we recommend that
you look elsewhere if our honest objective is to debate that
issue.”
Finally, brother Stockton made mention in his letter
your behalf of “a number of thoughts” from my letter of June
7th upon which you apparently intended to comment, but for
whatever reason decided “it seemed best to address its basic
topic.” What are these matters, and why did it seem best
only to address what you consider to be the “basic topic”?
Yours for the right and against the wrong,
Daniel Denham
cc: David Brown
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We will now continue our critique of the Schertz elders’
Nov. 12, 2006 position letter. The Schertz elders had Denham’s reply to their response, but did not notify the recipients of their position letter of the same, even though they
had it well in advance of their November 12, 2006 position
letter. Daniel continues to wait for an answer to his last letter to the Schertz elders—but he is not holding his breath
until they answer him.
In Daniel’s reply to the Schertz elders’ response to
him, he refuted their absurd attempt to present themselves,
including Stan Crowley, as believing what we believe
and what his own afﬁrmative proposition stated. Again,
at the very least their statement of Feb. 6, 2006 stands as
evidence to the contrary on Crowley’s part. The Schertz elders may truly believe what we teach regarding MDR, but
their preacher most certainly does not and he has not so
believed for several years as his past history clearly shows.
For the Schertz elders to believe that they can coverup
Crowley’s shenanigans having to do with his false doctrine
on MDR by such a disingenuous ploy strains credulity.
Why the Schertz elders wrote that they have not been
contacted is beyond me. What of the meetings at Spring,
Texas during May of 2005? Have the Schertz brethren forgotten that the Spring brethren met with them at their request? How could the Schertz brethren forget the three hour
discussion on Stan Crowley’s teaching on MDR? Have they
forgotten that they wanted the Spring brethren to help convince Gary Rouse of the error of Stan Crowley’s doctrine?
Has brother Ratcliff forgotten the concerns for brother
Rouse re. MDR that he stated to me? Has brother Ratcliff
forgotten about the meeting at Lynn Parker’s farm? Has he
forgotten the position he took against Crowley’s doctrine?
What of the letter to them from the New Braunfels’ brethren that they admit they have received? What about the
two letters from Daniel Denham to the Schertz elders; the
second one of which at this writing remains unanswered?
Are the Schertz elders ready and willing to deny that
while Stan Crowley was a member of the Buda/Kyle congregation that he contended that his doctrine on MDR is worth
dividing the church over? We know that he declared that he
was willing to divide the church over of his doctrine of MDR.
Does this sound like our differences are only a “difference
of opinion”? Has Crowley ever repented of his statements
he made while a member of the Buda/Kyle congregation?
May it be clearly understood that friendships and family relations are great, but not at the
cost of being the friend of the Lord (John 15:14).
Sadly the eldership at Schertz has also obviously decided to go full bore down the liberal road relative to their
abuse of Matthew 18:15-17 to relegate the open teaching of
false doctrine to the same level as a personal affront or problem that may exist privately between two brethren. Keep in
mind that these elders have known since at least the summer
of 2002 (at least that is when I placed abundant evidence
into Kenneth Ratcliff’s hands) about the false doctrine of
Stan Crowley. This “thing was not done in a corner.” And
they have been contacted, talked with, and pleaded with on
the matter, which makes their diatribe about gossip, email,
and so on all the more hypocritical.
Given their interpretation of Matthew 18:15-17, if their
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preacher Stan Crowley stands up and denounces—or for
that matter, has ever stood up and denounced—any false
doctrine or “perceived” false doctrine elsewhere, including
that of Max Lucado, without having ﬁrst gone to that person or entity about it, then he and the elders at Schertz are
hypocrites. And the same is true of any who would buy into
that false doctrine itself. It is the epitome of “lame logic and
fallacious reasoning” along with Biblical ignorance.
By the Shertz elders wrote in their Nov. 12, 2006 letter,
are we to understand from them that 1 Pet. 3:15; 1 Thess.
5:21, 22; and 1 John 4:1 can only be practised through or by
way of an eldership’s approval (See Schertz letter, next to
last paragraph)?
Are the Schertz elders so misinformed that that do not
know that for 36 years CFTF has had a special mailing fund?
Did these elders not know that we have mailed CFTF to
churches all over the world—unsolicited? Do they not know
that we have been able to do these mailings by getting the
addresses of churches primarily through church directories,
which directories are freely given to us? Do these elders not
know that from CFTF’s inception we have from time to time
appealed to our readers for monies for our “Special Mailings” fund for that very purpose? We have never tried to hide
the fact that we mail CFTF to churches all over the brotherhood and most of them did not ask for it. What makes the
Schertz elders think that we have tried to hide our efforts in
that area of our work?
Brother Ratcliff must have forgotten the following facts
about The “Old” Gospel Journal. Maybe he forgot to inform his fellow Schertz elders about the following facts to
which he was in full agreement and a willing participant.
The “old” Gospel Journal with the blessings of the Gospel Journal Board (Curtis Cates,Michael Hatcher, Tommy
Hicks, Joseph Meador, Kenneth Ratcliff) sent that paper out
to congregations by obtaining their church directories? IN
FACT, CURTIS CATES AND TOMMY HICKS PERSONALLY PLACED IN THE MAIL THE SPECIAL ISSUE
OF TGJ ON MAC DEAVER’S DOCTRINE (FEB. 04) TO
CERTAIN CONGREGATIONS (E.G., PEARL ST., SHEFFIELD, TX, ET AL.) THAT THEY KNEW HAD DEAVER
SYMPATHIZERS IN THEM. Did the Shertz elders forget
the preceding fact, or were they ever informed? Just how far
behind the times are they? Did not brother Ratcliff inform his
fellow elders that in getting TGJ started that TGJ Board and
editors as well as their supporters publicly requested church
directories from all over the brotherhood to get that “new”
paper out to as many people as possible? Were Curtis Cates,
Joseph, Kenneth Ratcliff, and Tommy Hicks “full of envy,
malice, jealousy, strife, and possibly just pure hatred” when
they did these things?
The next quote from the Schertz elders is simply a
lie. It is tale bearing, slander, and gossip. The Schertz elders wrote, “We know that a number of the members have
requested that they cease sending the publication but their
requests have gone unheeded.” When anyone tells us that
they do not desire to receive CFTF we remove them from
our mailing list post haste. The only way that some may
have continued to receive CFTF after they requested that
we remove them from our mailing list, is because the paper
was already in the US postal system when their request for
removal was received by CFTF. Maybe Ratcliff’s fellow
elders and the average church member does not know it, but
brother Ratcliff knows ﬁrst hand how long it takes a paper
such as CFTF to get through the U. S. Mail to the address
on the paper.
From the time of its beginning ﬁve copies of The Gos34

pel Journal were sent unsolicited to the Spring church
building. After The “New” Gospel Journal made its debut
those ﬁve copies did not stop coming until July or Aug. of
this past summer— 2006. Those ﬁve copies were sent to
us unsolicied and they were stopped “unsolicited” by the
will of bro. Ratcliff or the T“N”GJ Board. Will the powers
that be at The “New” Gospel Journal repent of sending out
papers to folks who never solicited them? Further bro. Ratcliff knows as well as he knows his own name, that within
the last year brethren have notiﬁed him to cease and desist
sending T“N”GJ to them, but at least for a time, he did
not do so. Shame on the Shertz elders in general and brother
Kenneth Ratcliff in particular for writing such silliness at
best and out right lies at worst in their Nov. 12, 2006 letter.

Is there no fear of God before these so-called elders’
eyes?

One does not have to “guess” at CFTF’s “intended objective in sending the publication to the” Schertz members.
We sent CFTF to the Shertz membership for the same reason brother Ratcliff was all for sending The “Old” Gospel
Journal unsolicited to the members of Pearl St. Church,
Denton, TX and Shefﬁeld, TX church—to expose a false
teacher and his doctrine to the members who were not
apt to get the Truth of God’s Word on (in the case of the
Shertz church) MDR and expose Stan Crowley for the false
teacher he is. In view of the fact that CURTIS CATES
AND TOMMY HICKS (TGJ Board President and Member
at Large, respectively) PERSONALLY PLACED IN THE
MAIL THE SPECIAL ISSUE OF TGJ ON MAC DEAVER’S DOCTRINE (FEB. 04) TO CERTAIN CONGREGATIONS (E.G., PEARL ST., SHEFFIELD, TX, ET AL.)
THAT THEY KNEW HAD DEAVER SYMPATHIZERS
IN THEM, I wonder what they thought when they learned
that the Schertz elders (one of them being a fellow T“N”GJ
Board member, Ken Ratcliff) considered such an activity
wrong. Were Cates, Hicks, and Ratcliff, attempting “to divide the Pearl St. and Shefﬁeld congregations when they
agreed to and helped get TGJ unsolicited to the members
of those churches? The Schertz elders asked, “Would they
permit someone within their congregations to do something
of a similar nature?” Let them ask brethren Ratcliff, Hicks,
and Cates that question? Has the Shertz church ever
mailed anything to anyone unsolicited? Imagine, these
men occupy the position of shepherds over a congregation
of God’s ﬂock.
May we remind these men that the sins of the church
in Corinth, Peter’s sins, the sins of the Galatians, et al. were
written by God in the Bible for anyone in this world to
read—whether denominationalist, agnostic, atheist, Hindu,
Muslim, or whatever. Obviously, God did not get it right,
because he allows letters full of the sins of the brethren
into the hands of non-Christians—those letters are called
the New Testament. Any time, anyone, anywhere, places
a Bible into the hands of a non-member they are making it
possible for the non-member to read about the sins of God’s
people. In view of the Schertz elders’ erroneous postion
maybe the Schertz brethren will “cut and paste” those parts
of the Bible that do not reveal the sins of the brethren, and
make available to the non-Christian only those parts of the
Bible that mention the faithful acts of the early church .
We are not only thousands of miles from Corinth,
Greece, but almost 2000 years removed from them and,

(Continued on page 36)
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Directory of Churches...
-Alabama-

Holly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly
Pond, AL 35083, Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m., (256) 796-6802, (205) 429-2026.
Somerville-Union Church of Christ, located on Hwy 36, one mile
east of Hwy 67, Somerville, Alabama, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m.,
6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tom Larkin, evangelist, (256) 778-8955,
(256) 778-8961.

-England-

Cambridgeshire-Ramsey Church of Christ, meeting at the Rainbow Centre, Ramsey, Huntingdon. Sun. 10, 11 a.m.; Wed. (Phone
for venue and time); www.Ramsey-church-of-christ.org. Contact
Keith Sisman, 001.44.1487.710552; fax:1487.813264 or Keith
Sisman.net. Research Website of 1,000 years of the British Church
of Christ; www.Traces-of-the-kingdom.org and www.Myth-andMystery.org.

-Florida-

6:00PM, Wed. 7:00PM., Kent Bailey, Evangelist Tel: 865-986-3223
or 865-986-5698).
Murfreesboro-Church of Christ, 837 Esther Lane, Murfreesboro,
TN, Sun. Bible class 9:00 a.m., Worship 10:00 a.m., Fellowhip meal
11:00 a.m., Devotional 12:00 p.m.; Wed. Bible Study 7:00 p.m. For
directions and other information please visit our website at www.
murfreesborochurchofchrist.org. evangelist, Steve Yeatts.

-Texas-

Denton area–Northpoint Church of Christ. We are currently meeting at the home of Shawn & LaDawn Hale. 227 Aubrey, Denton,
TX 76227.Contacts are Shawn Hale (940)365-5997.
Houston area-Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O.
Box 39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evangelist. Home
of the Spring Contending for the Faith Lectures beginning the last
Sunday in February. www.churchesofchrist.com

Pensacola-Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Sauﬂey Field Road,
Pensacola, FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. Michael Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

Hubbard-105 NE 6th St., Hubbard, TX 76648, Sun. 9:30 a.m.,
10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Delbert J. Goines, evangelist;
djgoines@writeme.com.

-Georgia-

Huntsville-1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun. 9,
10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

Cartersville- Church of Christ, 1319 Joe Frank Harris Pkwy NW
, GA; 770-382-6775, www.cartersvillechurchofchrist.org. Sun. 10,
11a.m., 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m. Bobby D. Gayton, evangelistemail: bdgayton@juno.com.

-Indiana-

Evansville-West Side Church of Christ, 3232 Edgewood Dr.,
Evansville, IN 47712, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
6:30 p.m., Larry Albritton, evangelist.

-Massachusetts-

Chicopee-Armory Drive Church of Christ, 26 Armory Drive;
Chicopee, MA 01020, in-home, (413) 592-4834, Ken Dion, evangelist.

-Michigan-

Garden City-Church of Christ, 1657 Middlebelt Rd., Garden City,
MI (Suburb of Detroit), Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m., Dan Goddard, evangelist. (734) 422-8660. www.
garden-city-coc.org

-North Carolina-

Rocky Mount-Schefﬁeld Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Schefﬁeld
Dr., Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

-Oklahoma-

Porum-Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner
exit. Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson,
evangelist, email: lawson@starnetok.net.

- Tennessee-

Lenoir City-Lenoir City Church of Christ, 1280 Simpson Road
West, P.O. Box 292 Lenoir City, TN 37771 . Sun. 9:30, 10:30AM,
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Hurst-Northeast Church of Christ, 1313 Karla Dr., P.O. Box 85,
Hurst, TX 76053. Sun. 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m.
(817) 282-3239, Toney Smith and Dan Flournoy, evangelists.
New Braunfels-1130 Hwy. 306, 1.5 miles west of I-35. Sun: 9:30
a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist.
(830) 625-9367. www.nbchurchofchrist.com.
Richwood-1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m.,
6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.

HELP US GROW!
Sign-up at least ﬁve
New Subscribers
to CFTF in 2007
Send
Subscriptions to:
P.O. 2357
Spring, Texas 77383–2357
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whether good or bad, we know what went on in said church
and any non-member can know what we know about the mess
in Corinth too. Would it have been a sin during the ﬁrst century while the brethren in Corinth of whom Paul had reference
were alive, to give the Corinthian letter or any other letter of
the New Testament to a non-Christian? Would it be a sin to
do so today? To hear the Schertz elders tell it, since the New
Testament is composed of letters to individual Christians and
churches wherein various sins of the brethren are recorded,
the New Testament should not be distributed to non-members. Indeed some non-Christians may have been friends to or
part of Ananias and Sapphira’s family. They may have heard
about the guilty couple’s sin and how God dealt with them.
As Luke wrote of that event in the Jerusalem church, saying,
“And great fear came upon all the church, and upon as
many as heard these things” (Acts 5:11). Who is willing to
afﬁrm that only members of the church heard about Ananias
and Sapphira’s sin and punishment? Obviously, the Schertz
elders are willing to afﬁrm that: “The Scriptures teach that
under any and all situations and circumstances it is a sin for
a non-member to learn about the sins of the brethren.” It is
this kind of thinking (if it may be called that) that makes a
laughing stock out of many members of the Lord’s church.
Such a mess may be one reason why the apostle Paul made
the following prayer request of the church in Thessalonica.
“...pray for us, that...we may be delivered from unreasonable and wicked men: for all men have not faith” (2 Thess
3:1, 2).
The Shertz elders wrote: “Something is heard about a
congregation over 1000 miles away and some want to suddenly get involved.” With that statement in mind please consider the following points. (1) When it has to do with one
making a monetary contribution, or attending their lecturehip, or buying their books, they do not mind those brethren
“over 1000 miles away” getting involved. (2) But when it
is error in their midst that they are defending, and refusing
Scripturally to deal with, that could pollute the church world
wide, these brethren do not want those far away brethren to
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get involved. (3) Have the Schertz elders forgotten that the
inspired letter to the church at Corinth was circulated among
the churches of Christ all over the ancient world? When that
letter was read to the assembled church, did they run all of
the non-Christians out of the assembly before they read it?
No doubt some elders of the ﬁrst century of the caliber of the
Schertz brethren would have sent out a letter to circulate all
over the Roman world to oppose the Corinthian letter’s vast
circulation. They may have written:
We are also aware that those who are not Christians
have read some of the material. It is not difﬁcult to
see the damage that can easily be done that can make
it almost impossible to reach these people. Surely
time could best be spent in spreading the gospel.
Time is best spent living the Christian life, preaching the
Gospel, and defending the faith—Paul did all three (1 Cor.
15:58; Mark 16:15; Rom. 16:17, 18). Why will not the
brethren at Schertz follow Paul’s example?

—25403 Lancewood Dr.
Spring, Texas 77373

Green’s Video Service, operated by Jim
Green, has the audio and video recordings
from the 2006 Spring Church of Christ’s
Lectureship on Anti-ism and the Spring
Open Forum. If you wish to obtain any of
those recordings, available in various formats, contact Jim Green at 2711 Spring
Meade Blvd., Columbia, TN 38401, 931486-1364, www.jgreencoc-video-ministry.com/or email at jgreencoc1986@yahoo.
com — Editor.
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